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Introduction
Intercultural environment is no longer something new or strange. We live in a globalised world where increased mobility
and a revolution in communication techniques allows people from all parts of the world to meet anywhere. This means
that the skills necessary to communicate in culturally diverse environments are absolutely crucial.
This guide has been developed by a partnership of former youth workers active in international and intercultural projects.
After moving to the labour market they recognised a competence gap in the field of intercultural communication
skills among businessmen. Typically, progress towards the negotiation of economically beneficial contracts was often
frustrated by mistakes in communication and a failure to understand the different cultures of trading partners. This was
visible in many countries.
Seeing this, the project team decided to prepare a guide and share practical knowledge and experience with business
representatives. This posed a formidable challenge: intercultural communication skills are only developed during
a long process based on experience, interaction, tolerance and self-assessment. This demands time and sustained
commitment from trainees – a particular challenging investment where businesses often fail to quantify the opportunity
costs of poor communication for staff.
This guide is designed to address this challenge. Project team members have therefore brought together tried and
tested experience and research from both business and non-governmental organisations – and distilled the result into
a series of practical recommendations.
We hope it will be a useful, motivating tool for our readers and we look forward to receiving your feedback so that we
can continue to revise and improve the recommendations.
The B-IN-SKILL Project Team

Cultural differences
1.1. Dimensions of cultural difference (Geert Hofstede, 1997)
1.1.1 Case study: the B-in-Skill team
1.2 Cultural barriers in migration between OECD countries (Belot & Ederveen, 2012)
1.3 Summary

Culture is never static. It is defined, understood, performed and modified across different parts of the world as local
societies respond to developing historical and geographical conditions. Measuring and defining these cultures is a key
question and as a starting point, we have selected a number of theories that are particularly appropriate to the working
environment.
1.1. DIMENSIONS OF CULTURAL DIFFERENCE (GEERT HOFSTEDE)
Dr Geert Hofstede’s (1997) pioneering research with employees of IBM working across over 40 countries lead him to
develop an internationally recognised model of cultural dimensions. He identified five distinct cultural dimensions,
each of which was scored on a scale of 0 to 100. Quite simply, the higher the score, the more that specific dimension
represents a cultural norm. In combination, the patterns of similarity and difference along these five dimensions help
define the society of each country.
These five dimensions are:
• POWER DISTANCE
This refers to the degree of inequality that is accepted in terms of power sharing. Typically, a low PDI (power distance
index) indicates a society whose members think of themselves as ‘equal’, while a high PDI indicates a society with high
respect for social hierarchies.
In business, high-PDI cultures tend to expect more clearly-defined and multilayered hierarchies of authority, while
businesses in low-PDI cultures may be structured more “horizontally”, with few layers of management presiding over
employees whose status is defined more by role than seniority.

Figure: Power-distance relationship. Source: N Buttle

HUNGARY
Hungary scores 46 on the power distance scale, the second lowest (most equality) of any of the project’s partner
countries. This reflects an independent business attitude and democratic decision making style, with power distributed
more equally and employees able to interact with managers easily.

A medium-sized Hungarian biotech company, specialising in translating scientific research rapidly into
therapeutic treatment, is led by a well-known medical researcher working alongside biologists, chemists and
medical doctors. The organisation has a clear hierarchy, but the manager also needs to be accessible in a
coaching role. For this reason, the manager consults regularly with each member and counts on their scientific
experience in order to deliver results. With this successful organizational culture, the company has achieved
international recognition.

BULGARIA
Bulgaria scores 70 on the power distance scale, the highest of any of the project partners. This is supported by the
observations of the project team:
“Salaries in Bulgaria are lower than those in other EU member states. In Bulgaria, the median monthly disposable
salary (after tax) is 700.00 Leva, (approximately €350). Monthly salaries range from €1,000 to €2,500 at the
senior executive level down to €200 to €550 for a secretary or a painter/decorator. Due to the low salaries paid
by small private organizations, the workers prefer to develop their skills as fast as possible and change their
work as soon as such a possibility occurs. Influenced by such a bad experience most of the employers prefer
to take and teach a new worker on the same post instead of offering a bigger salary to the specialist already
working there”
“most employers in small organisations won’t take the risk of accepting an employee’s suggestions even if they
seem to be innovative and useful for the future of the business”.
At one small Bulgarian retailing company, an employee’s suggestion of a change in pricing structure to cover
revenue shortfall was seen by the manager as an inappropriate imposition, and led to friction and accusations
that the employee was trying to usurp the manager’s position.

PORTUGAL
Portugal is in general a country of corporate paternalism (scoring 63 on the PDI scale), although the current economic
situation is changing this. This is mostly seen in small companies, but not exclusively.

An employee in a small publishing company, at the end of only his first week of work, went to his director to
request a salary advance. Having been unemployed for several months, he was experiencing financial difficulties.
The employer paid the bills himself. But what seems like an admirable, sociably responsible act can symbolize
a worrying standard of conduct in business management, blurring the boundary between professional and
personal relationships and making it more difficult to make decisions in the best interests of the company.

POLAND
In general terms, workers in official national offices, government institutions and administration units tend to be
cautious and wait for decisions to come from the top down. Where examples have been found of employees taking
the initiative, these are few and far between. The Polish team characterised this as follows

“Of course we generalise here and for sure we can find lots of examples of initiatives coming from workers, but
finally the experience shows that in official and administration “companies” this is how we solve problems: “go
to manager and ask for decision”.
The situation is different when we go to the regular market, to companies and organization which are private
or independent from external procedures (except law of course). Here everything depends ont the owner. In old
polish companies, with tradition, many times still we can find the attachment to the manager’s decision. Similar
when we talk about the small companies with one private owner – here most of the time the boss decides
himself about the business. But when it comes to international companies – everything changes totally – and
starts depending of the traditions and customs which are a “part of the deal”.
An example could be the Polish factory for home appliance bought by Spanish concern. The first visible think was
the way of making decision: everything was done “together”, with many consultation, taking time, sometimes
weeks or months. Changes never take place very quickly and it’s very difficult to be precise about who’s
particularly responsible for the decision, because that is very fuzzy. This way of cooperation has both weak and
strong points. When we talk about strong points – the engagement of many people into decision – no matter
the status at hierarchy (specialist, manager, etc.) is goof for integration, for feeling common participation for
preparing the ground of loyalty of employees etc. The weak points are that sometimes one person cannot know
– to whom he or she shall as for final decision or sometimes the solving problem or decision never comes.”

● ● INDIVIDUALISM / COLLECTIVISM
This refers to the strength of community ties: whether group cohesion outside the family is low (individualism) or
whether people feel a strong sense of community identity and responsibility. Collectivistic societies place more value
on the institutions of family & friendship, and value social success through accomplishment within teams/groups. On
the other hand, individualistic societies value attitudes that support the independence of the individual within the
social tissue.
In business, workers in a collectivist society may feel more obligation to:

“do things for the good of the company”, whereas workers in an individualist society may feel exploited if they
have to make personal sacrifices.”
HUNGARY
Hungary scores 80 on the individualism scale, the second-highest of the project partners after the UK. However, the
following case study demonstrates that even in a highly individualistic culture a person who is seen as not enough of a
“team player” can cause conflict.

A young team leader in a medium sized affiliate of an international company in Budapest appeared to focus
more on her career and personal achievement than building a good team to support her. She kept important
tasks for herself and did not pay attention to supervising her people. This led to extra hours for herself and low
morale among other team members, resulting in an overall negative performance and image for her team.
Eventually, the management decided to replace her with another team leader. In less than two months the
new manager involved the team members in various tasks and training exercises, gaining respect for himself.
They were working together with him solving all the issues that came up, he showed them new prospects and
improved their technical skills as well.

PORTUGAL
Portugal is a collectivist country (scoring 27 for individualism, the lowest of the group) where more importance is given
to team cohesion and membership, consensus and intergroup harmony. Among a team, it is expected that the work
relationship is characterised by mutual obligations: protection in return for loyalty.

In a given company, the situation can arise that due to personal life complications of a project manager, the
deadline for the delivery of a project to a client cannot be guaranteed. In this case, the remaining members of the
department (business analysts, for example) will work overtime, even if not remunerated, to make sure the project
is delivered and the project manager will not suffer any penalties from upper management.

● ● ● MASCULINITY / FEMININITY
In every society, certain attitudes are traditionally attributed to men or women. Hofstede divides cultures into those
which place more value on traditional “masculine” attitudes – such as competition, assertiveness, ambition – and
those that embody “feminine” attitudes, being more concerned with relationships and quality of life.
PORTUGAL
Portugal is considered a feminine country, in which people tend to give more importance to their well-being and
quality of life than to the concepts of achievement, competition and success.
In a Portuguese company, the chance to get promoted is usually very similar between men and women, and it is not
common to observe sexual discrimination.

A marketing company was looking to hire an HR assistant. After going through several applications, they chose
two candidates, one a man and one a woman. They had both followed similar paths in their careers; however,
the male candidate seemed to have better organisation skills, while the female candidate seemed to have
better interpersonal skills. As the job in question required a person who could easily interact with others, the
candidate with stronger interpersonal skills was chosen.
BULGARIA
In Bulgaria, women take more responsibility for the housework, childcare and care of elderly relatives when compared
to men. Flexible working arrangements are not common practice and people in Bulgaria face a lot of difficulties
maintaining a work-life balance, which influences their satisfaction with their quality of life.

“Almost 60% of Bulgarians consider that work is more important than free time and one in three employees work
more than 45 hours. Over 50% work at least two Saturdays each month. The situation is especially challenging for
women and the number of women who are working over 48 hours a week is very close to the number of men. In
general, the dual income household model prevails”.

● ● ● ● UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE
“Uncertainty avoidance” describes the degree to which members of a society are open to accept and feel comfortable
with unstructured situations, or situations that have uncertain outcomes. Societies with a low uncertainty avoidance
index (UAI) will be open to new ideas and innovations, while those with a high UAI will tend to stick to traditional
patterns whose success has been already tested.
PORTUGAL
In Portugal, people do not like uncertainty, preferring strict rules and structured working systems. This can reflect itself
in a very detailed set of company rules, meant to protect the working environment and the employees.
This aversion to uncertainty can also translate into the development of rules and formal procedures, which are meant
to create more security and stability in a career. The management tends to take low risk decisions, and the employees
how a low level of aggression, expecting their work to be stable and for life.

In a textile factory, the economic crisis was starting to be felt and the directors decided that one way of reducing
costs would be to stop daily meal subsidisation and open a canteen instead. The employees did not like this
decision, since some of them were going home for lunch and using part of this subsidy to increase their monthly
savings. However, the employees’ contracts clearly stated that the company could take this decision as long as
they guarantee the well-being of the staff. Therefore, the canteen was created and the employees had to adapt
to the new system, grateful to keep their jobs.

POLAND

“What is very visible nowadays, especially after connection Poland to European Union, is that young people (as
years before, when students and young people were fighting with communism) are again very open to change.
Many of them go abroad for job. They take a chance on finding a better job, better salary, better life. So if the
question is: - are we as Polish people those who take a risk, I will say: Yes! Definitely, we do.”

● ● ● ● ● LONG TERM ORIENTATION
Long term oriented societies place more value on attitudes that invest in the long run, looking to the future, while
short term oriented societies are more concerned with the present and past, valuing attitudes that ensure day to day
happiness.
HUNGARY
Hungary scores the highest for pragmatism (50) of any partner country.

A small creative communication agency with only 43 employees had started successfully, winning impressive
tenders and working alongside big names in the industry such as Sony Pictures. However, when they got involved
in a major international project, they did not adequately plan for the long-term: they hired more people than
needed, and didn’t pay attention to their financial circumstances, as the management was overly focused on
the potential profit to be made on this single project. When financial management experts warned them that
wage cutbacks and restructuring would be necessary to keep the business afloat, the advice went unheeded,
and a year later the business was insolvent.

PORTUGAL
Portugal is a very traditionalist country when it comes to running a company because it is believed that if a certain
method has worked in the past, it can continue to work. However, with the economic crisis and the existence of new
multinational companies integrated into the country, innovation is often a necessity, with bigger companies trying to
adapt to new market realities, although most smaller companies prefer to maintain the status quo.

A shoe factory had been working with the same clients for more than 20 years. As a family-run company, they
had a close relationship with their clients, and had a stable business until the economic crisis, and they started
to lose clients due to better offers from other suppliers. The sales director and marketing director decided to
perform the company’s first market research, to evaluate the needs of their clients and the consumers who
bought from them. As a result, 6 months later, their sales had increased again, as with the market research
done they were able to adapt their products and prices to the new realities of the industry.

CULTURAL CLASH
These factors can affect international negotiations in any number of ways, with negotiators from different cultural
backgrounds using different styles of communication and different expectations of the styles used by others. Even such
fundamental issues as negotiators’ understanding of the priorities and goals for the meeting may clash. Therefore,
awareness of cultural dimensions is useful in helping negotiators to avoid misunderstanding and conflict, and thereby
making negotiations more fruitful. For example:

“When negotiating in Western countries, the objective is to work toward a target of mutual understanding and
agreement and ‘shake-hands’ when that agreement is reached – a cultural signal of the end of negotiations
and the start of ‘working together’. In Middle Eastern countries much negotiation takes place leading into the
‘agreement’, signified by shaking hands. However, the deal is not complete in the Middle Eastern culture. In
fact, it is a cultural sign that ‘serious’ negotiations are just beginning.”

In this context, the Bulgarian team offered another important local perspective:
“When you begin negotiations, Bulgarians are likely to get straight to the point and discuss the key problems up
front. Once all the business is covered, Bulgarians will stay at the negotiating table to drink coffee or tea with
you. They will give suggestions about where to go to and what Bulgarian cuisine to try and may even invite
you to dinner. Bulgarians still enjoy combining business with pleasure, so negotiations will be accompanied by
long nights in traditional local pubs with plenty of eating and drinking. Negotiations are not merely intended to
reach an agreement, but also to make sure the visitor feel welcome.”

Hofstede’s (1997) research is also useful to companies marketing their products overseas. The cultural dimensions
apply to wider society as well as business so can be used as an indicator of what marketing and branding strategies
may be more successful in different markets. Mobile phone companies in America may lean towards selling their
products as a personal status symbol and productivity tool, whereas a more successful strategy in China, with its more
collectivist culture, might be to focus on how it connects and reinforces one’s social network.
In summary, Hofstede’s (1997) cultural dimensions provide a useful starting point for evaluating social/cultural
interaction across organisational issues ranging from hierarchical decision-making, appetite for challenges, gender
discrimination, formality in the planning process and work ethic. Success hinges on adopting a proactive approach to
managing cultural challenge and this is reflected in the current trend to position personnel function at the centre rather

than at the periphery of operational management. Of course, the theory does not claim to encompass differences due
to individual personality or corporate culture, and it goes without saying that these must be taken into account in any
interaction. The cultural dimensions merely provide guidelines by which to modify one’s expectations when going into
business at an international level. Major international organisations such as IBM (the original subject of Hofstede’s
research) own the resources needed to manage their own cultural reorientation. The challenge for B-in-Skills is to
explore how smaller pan-regional organisations with fewer resources might achieve the same objectives by pooling
successful strategies rather than by individually pursuing ad hoc ‘sticking plaster’ solutions to short term market
opportunities/crises.
1.1.1. CASE STUDY – B-IN-SKILL
The countries involved in this project display a wide range of variations on all five dimensions, as indicated by the above
case studies and the chart overleaf.
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The B-In-Skill project group provides a good example of intercultural interaction vulnerable to the kind of
miscommunication Hofstede’s (1997) work addresses. We can call this group a ‘virtual team,’ a group of unrelated
individuals brought together from different organisations in order to complete a task but mostly not working in close
proximity. Team members for this project work for six different organisations in six countries. The organisations
themselves have no reason to contact one another in their day-to-day businesses. Individuals on the project team
work for different bosses and have to balance their normal workload with the needs of the project group. Working for
the organisations that pay their wages in all circumstances takes precedence. It is almost unknown for virtual team
members to donate their time to any piece of work for which they are not being paid and in which they have no real
vested interest.
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Figure: Hofstede analysis of the B-in-Skill project team. Source: Friday People Limited

To summarise, there are up to 24 people working on this project at any one time. They speak a minimum of six
languages and with the exception of the UK contingent, 20 of them have English as a second language. They work for
six different organisations which are unrelated to each other. They have six different managers. Equally important,
operations in each national partner are organised differently and there are a range of reporting structures. In line with
Hofstede’s (1997) findings it was not suprising to find that communicating across the project teams would be fraught
with challenges.

We kept track of this by issuing a questionnaire after each meeting encourage feedback on everyone’s experiences –
how they felt the meeting had gone and what they recommended for future meetings.
After the first session in Poland, several responders expressed frustration at the level of communication both in the
lead-up and during the meetings themselves. Linguistic barriers were cited by most responders – English was the only
language common to all attendees, but as everybody understood it at a different level some people were left out of
conversations held in English. The simplest strategy to deal with this situation was for the people in each group with
the best standard of English to talk to each other and translate for the other members of their group. However, this was
often slow and provided multiple opportunities for miscommunication within even simple transactions.
In later meetings, priority was put on clearly laying out the agenda early on, both for the meeting as a whole and for
each session in particular, and ensuring everyone’s participation in this process. Whole-group sessions were broken
up with sessions in which individual teams could consult each other to ensure they all understood what had been
discussed, and with mixed-nationality groups where it was hoped people would feel less wary of speaking out and less
reliant on a single “leader” to speak on behalf of their whole national team. For future “virtual group” communication,
it was resolved that all teams would keep in regular contact online in order to break the ice and make the airing of
issues more informal.
1.2. CULTURAL BARRIERS IN MIGRATION BETWEEN OECD COUNTRIES
But do such “cultural dimensions” have any real effect on economic activity, or do people simply make decisions based
on economic factors?
Belot & Ederveen (2012) undertook a statistical analysis of the migration flows between various developed countries
both within the EU and without, and compared them to variables including cultural similarity (measured according
to Hofstede’s scales), religious distance, and linguistic distance (how closely related the majority languages are, and
therefore how easy it is for a speaker of one to learn the other).
They concluded that:

“Cultural barriers do a much better job in explaining the pattern of migration flows between developed countries
than traditional economic variables such as income and unemployment differentials.”

While the latter factors certainly play a role in which countries people migrate to, they are much more likely to go to
a country with a similar linguistic and cultural background even if its employment statistics are worse than another
country with a more alien culture. Examining the “welfare magnet” hypothesis – that migrants are attracted to countries
with generous social security (described derogatively in the British press as “benefit tourism”) – they found that the
opposite was the case, with immigration being lower into countries with generous welfare systems. They hypothesize
that any welfare magnet effect may apply only to low-skilled workers, but the data was not sufficient to test this.
They also found that while people were significantly more likely to migrate to a country with a large existing population
of migrants from their native culture, there was no correlation between the size of that population and cultural distance.
This suggests that while migration nowadays is primarily affected by cultural factors, previous migrations were more
affected by economic factors.
With specific regard to Europe, and the “European immobility problem” (that is, why intra-European migration is so
low despite the open border policy), they find that cultural distance and linguistic distance are not significant factors,
but neither are economic variables. Rather, the biggest deciding factors for migration between European countries are
sharing a common language, and religious distance.

Intercultural communication
Introduction

“To know another’s language and not his culture is a very good way to make a fluent fool of one’s self.”		
Winston Brembeck

Effective communication is an essential business skill. Whether dealing with partners, subsidiaries, investors or clients,
“the ability to articulate clearly your point of view and create a connection through communication” is vital to
achieving aims and building durable relationships
(Holly Paul, US recruiting leader at PriceWaterhouseCoopers: Wall Street Journal, 14 November 2012).

In recent years, improvements in communications technology have created a workplace that crosses national
boundaries at virtually any time of the day or night. It is now almost as easy to work remotely with people as it is to
work face-to-face, so physical location is less of a barrier to interaction than ever before. What can still be difficult,
however, is communicating effectively with individuals who speak another language or who operate within a different
cultural framework.
While language barriers are often tackled by finding a common language, employing translators or hiring specialist
staff, the unappreciated differences in culture can be a much more subtle source of miscommunication.
The position is succinctly illustrated in a recent PricewaterhouseCoopers survey conducted for the UK division of an
international insurance company, in which cultural differences were cited by 65% of executives as a key challenge of
global business.

Going global has problems
Challenges US and European senior executives
say they face when managing across different countries
Changing individual behavior

69 %

Cultural differences

65 %

Business practice differences
Headquarters too remote
Labour law differences
Accounting and tax differences

52
44
41
36

%
%
%
%

Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers

Figure: The challenges of global operations. Source: PriceWaterhouseCooperst

These divergent cultural values can be expressed through the metaphor of an iceberg. Differences in behaviour are
visible on the surface (e.g., “Spanish people are more outgoing than British people”), but may be assumed to be merely
superficial when in reality they are the result of much more significant and subtle differences in values and worldview
(e.g., that Spanish and British people put different emphasis on the value of personal space). Much like an iceberg, such
“submerged” issues can be difficult to identify, but have the potential to cause enormous disruption.

Figure: Submerged cultural issues. Source:PriceWaterhouseCoopers

Furthermore, this disruption is applied to the most expensive part of any organisation – its human capital. Even the
most conservative estimates suggest that human capital represents between 60% and 80% of total costs. By contrast,
an average of less than 0.3% of organisational budgets goes towards personnel functions (“human resources”) devoted
to making the most of that capital.
Small and medium-sized institutions and businesses (SMEs) employing less than 250 staff are particularly challenged
since many of the intercultural difficulties they face are difficult to quantify. Solutions are often simplistic and frequently
fail to take into account the cultural complexities discussed so far. For example, choosing an apparently unambiguous
language of communication is only one dimension of intercultural communication. It is also vital to address staffing
issues such as motivation, project management and relationship building across the whole international project team.
In summary, working in any culturally diverse team demands cultural sensitivity – and experience – but also effective
co-operation across the group and that is often a challenge even for colleagues from the same culture!
forming
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Figure: Group dynamics. Source: faculty.londondeanery.ac.uk

The basic group development model by Tuckman (1965) is constructed of four stages. These are:
·

FORMING – first stage, when individuals behave in the way that can allow them to be accepted by other group
members, try to avoid conflicts. People tend to be busy with routines such as organization of team. People
are collecting information and impressions about others and the task they will have to fulfill. This stage is
comfortable to be in, but the work progress is low as the conflict avoidance is very high.

·

STORMING – second stage, when a number of different ideas compete to be implemented. These can be,
among others
a) Problems that should be solved,
b) How to function independently and together within the team,
c) What kind of leadership can be accepted, etc.
In this stage the team members openly confront their ideas and resolve arising conflicts (or else the team might
not progress to following stages). This stage defines the growth of the team but might be very difficult and
unpleasant for those who are not well in conflict solving, not tolerant or patient.

·

NORMING – this stage occurs when the team members again have one common goal and agreed on a mutual
plan how to reach it. That means some of the team members have agreed to leave their ideas (presented in
previous stage) to let the team progress. Team members take the responsibility and ambitiously act to have the
task completed. Actions are directed towards the success of the team.

·

PERFORMING – fourth stage of the team performance, that can only be reached by some teams. Teams who
managed to get the task done are motivated and have high level of knowledge on the task. Team members are
competent, autonomous, know how to perform decision-making and supervise the work progress.

High-performing teams can go through this cycle many times and perform a number of different tasks. However,
considering plans and management strategy within the organization, the team can also be lead in different directions,
such as:
● ADJOURNING – completing the task and breaking up the team;
● ● TRANSFORMING/RE-NORMING – stage designed to reflect on the team performance and gradually improve
the progress. That can include rules of cooperation, task division, leadership style or role of the leader in order to
reach the full potential of the team.
The purpose of this section is therefore to identify more precisely the challenges of cross-cultural communication and
offer recommendations that can help tackle each aspect of the problem. We will draw on practical case histories and
the guide is set out in four sections:
·

The challenges of doing business with other cultures
a) The UK experience:
		
aa)Case study - the Kent Export Club of 180 UK companies
		
ab)Perspective of Patrick Lohlein, Chairman of the KEC
b) The translators’ perspective
c) Skills required for cultural awareness (“CQ”)
· Linguistic differences and international communication
		 a) Communication strategies
		 b) Contenders for a global language
			
ba) ‘Lingua franca’ cultural areas and supra-national languages
		 c) English as a practical global language for business
			
ca) linguistic competence versus cultural ignorance and the challenges for non-native speakers
			
cb) case history: non-native speakers breaking the communication barrier
· Non-verbal communication
· Recommendations for effective intercultural communication

2.1. THE COMMUNICATION CHALLENGES FACED BY SMES DOING BUSINESS WITH OTHER CULTURES
The UK experience: The Kent Export Club: SME Export Survey
The Kent Export Club is an association of over 180 businesses actively engaged in export and operating in South East
England. The group have extensive experience trading across the world and the membership includes a high proportion
of the smaller organisations for whom this guide has been prepared.
This case history examines the experiences of the Kent Export Club and includes:
·
·

A members’ survey conducted between August 15th to September 14th 2012
Interviews with members including KEC’s chairman, Patrick Lohlein

● MEMBERS’ SURVEY:
The Kent Export Club conducted the SME Export Survey of 73 Kent and South-East-based businesses from August 15th
to September 14th 2012. The purpose of the survey was to develop a better understanding of how UK small/medium
enterprises (SMEs) become involved in export, which markets they are active in and the types of obstacles they face.
1. Typically, more than three quarters of these businesses employ fewer than 50 staff (76.7%)

Figure: Exports as proportion of SME turnover in Kent. Source: Kent Export Group

2. 9 out of 10 are active exporters
3. One third (32.9%) derive more than 50% of turnover from export sales
For many of these organisations the move into an international trading environment has been reactive – they have
responded to enquiries from external partners rather than created a positive strategy for international development.
4. Typically, many businesses adopt a passive approach to the development of export opportunities
a. Almost half of firms (48.0%) secured their first international sale as a result of direct enquiry from an
overseas client
b. More than 1 in 5 are still reactive (21.9%)

Figure: Source of first export opportunity for SMEs in Kent. Source: Kent Export Group

As a result, the international role may often be handled on an ad hoc or part time basis and staff are not automatically
proficient in the language of the trading partner.
5. More than 2 in every 5 businesses (42.5%) do not employ any dedicated personnel to develop international
opportunities
a. A further third (34.3%) assign staff who also manage other non-export tasks
6. Unsurprisingly, two thirds of businesses recognise that their export development staff are insufficiently
supported or trained to manage their responsibilities for international development
a. But apparently little is being done to correct this failing

Figure: Staff preparation for international role amongst SMEs in Kent. Source: Kent Export Group

·

Businesses without dedicated international personnel are disinclined to invest in skill development to address
a perceived shortfall in capabilities

Figure: Priorities for international role amongst SMEs in Kent. Source: Kent Export Group

In addition to this reluctance to invest in dedicated staff, the Export Club members also identified a number of other
obstacles to more active operations/exports abroad
7. Commercial barriers including finance, adverse exchange rates and limited business intelligence clearly
represent significant obstacles to increasing export activity.
a. 38% of respondents cited lack of finance
b. 37% limited business intelligence
c. 30% unfavourable exchange rate
8. However, the top six key constraints also specifically include language and cultural barriers:
a. 18% cited language barriers
b. 14% cultural barriers

Figure: Barriers to increasing exports amongst SMEs in Kent. Source: Kent Export Group

THE CHAIRMAN’S PERSPECTIVE
In order to illuminate the business perspective we sought the advice and views of the KEC chairman Patrick Lohlein. His
comments on the difficulties of SMEs attempting to export to foreign cultures are discussed below:
9. Linguistic fluency does not guarantee good communication – nor does ‘English-only’ limit success
It may seem an obvious assumption that efficient, confusion-free communication requires fluency in the language of
at least one partner - either via translators or competency on the part of non-native speakers in the shared language
of communication. In fact, fluency alone does not guarantee that communication will be unambiguous. In fact, most
members of the Export Club are non-linguists and this has not proved to be a barrier to operations. Equally important
for this project, the experiences of these ‘reluctant’ communicators highlight problems that run counter to what might
seem like solutions to the language barrier.

·

Fluency can make miscommunication less obvious

“Fluent speakers of another language are automatically assumed by native speakers to understand their local
culture. Ignorance or lack of awareness frequently causes offense – or at the very least misunderstanding that
can be hard to identify and harder still to correct”
Patrick Lohlein, chairman of the KEC

Uncritical assumptions of cultural awareness are surprisingly prevalent in business planning and everyday language –
particularly informal, “colloquial” language – is full of more or less overt references to shared local cultural knowledge.
These references may be opaque to a foreigner even if the words themselves are recognised and understood. This
hidden cultural factor occurs without the native speakers being consciously aware of how they are contributing to
confusion.
It is also essential to explore just how well a particular question has been understood and therefore whether the nonnative speaker has actually addressed the issue completely. Patrick Lohlein recommends “asking the same question in
several different ways to ensure consistent response.”
This approach reduces the possibility of misunderstandings even for fluent speakers. Questions might be misunderstood
when asked the first time due to a mistranslated word or unclear phrasing; asking it again in a different way can ensure
that the answer is correct, or reveal the source of the miscommunication.
It’s also worth remembering that different cultures may be unwilling to offer negative responses. When asked for
feedback, Chinese partners may avoid criticism altogether. By contrast, British partners might couch criticism or praise
in understated language (“that’s not bad!”) and this has the potential to be taken at face value by people from other

cultures. Conversely, people from cultures where criticism is offered more straightforwardly may be seen as being rude
or insulting.

·

Low levels of fluency can be misinterpreted as lack of education or ability
“One of the most common misunderstandings that can occur when working in a multi-cultural, multi-lingual
environment is really about language barriers. If I could give one piece of advice to anyone working in such an
environment it is to listen and have a little more patience when someone is speaking your language. People
who may have relatively high language skills can sometimes be interpreted as being rude when this is not the
case.”
Peter Skinner MEP, Labour Representative for the South of England

Native speakers are prone to making inaccurate assumptions about others’ intelligence and education based on their
command of language. When this subconscious prejudice is applied to people who are speaking a non-native language,
it can be particularly misleading.
“Native English speakers are apt to assume that poor grammar and repetitive use of the same words or phrases
implies poor education and low social status.”
Patrick Lohlein

Attempts to address this assumption can be equally harmful, however.
While a well-meaning attempt to simplify one’s own language for somebody who isn’t familiar with it can be helpful
and appreciated, oversimplifying can be seen as an insult, and simplifying concepts instead of linguistic features gives
the impression that the speaker doesn’t believe the addressee knows what they’re talking about.

“Based on what they hear, the usual response of a native English speaker is to dumb down the conversation –
reverting to pidgin English and cutting out tenses and grammar.
This is insulting. Non-native speakers understand grammar - they simply don’t have a broad vocabulary – but
they do know the specialist technical words that are common to their own industry or field of business.”
Patrick Lohlein

The emerging picture is therefore one where native speakers who are solely using English in communication with
foreign partners will run a high risk of “failing to recognise ability in their overseas colleagues”.

·

Familiarity with industry-wide technical terms is more important to non-native speakers than grammatical
fluency

With some exceptions – such as the French ‘Academie Francaise’ which is charged with publishing an official dictionary
of all terms using the French language – the majority of technical terms employed in business, scientific and academic
activities are internationally recognisable as English or anglicised words. Operational priorities ensure that non-native
speakers will become automatically familiar with such terms as part of day to day working practices. As a result, nonnative speakers using a limited vocabulary of these internationally recognised terms are often able to understand one
another better than they can understand a native English speaker

“There’s a fine balance between speaking naturally and being condescending. We need to stick with a limited
vocabulary, avoid colloquialisms and make full use of the specialist words that are common to the industry
or sector we’re working in.”
Patrick Lohlein

·

Professional translation cannot be regarded as a cure-all

Translators can have an important role to play in eliminating ambiguities between speakers. However, there are oftenunforeseen difficulties introduced by working through translators (covered in more detail in section 1.iii). Even if it is
of high quality,

“…even the best interpretation creates pauses in the flow of conversation and frustrates spontaneity.”
Patrick Lohlein

The quality of the translator’s own skills can also introduce anomalies. The least competent may simply translate
a précis of what is being said and in the process fail to reflect the nuances of expression that help build positive
relationships. At the extreme, translators from status-conscious societies may diplomatically moderate language to
avoid confrontation or save face. In practice, it can be difficult to assess the accuracy of translations until after the event
when resulting errors and costs have already been incurred. An efficient solution practiced by the Kent Export Club is
to eliminate less competent translators by referral through the network.
The Portuguese team were equally clear on how translators can modify the process of communication. In some
occasions, translating a conversation word by word may cause misunderstandings among the subjects of the
conversation. However, if the translation is done as an overall summary of what is being said, there might be lost vital
information which was supposed to be transmitted.

“a good translator should not only have good knowledge of the languages in general but, ideally, should also be
aware of the subject to be discussed and of commonly used expressions in the languages involved, in order to be
able to translate the full conversation and avoid misunderstandings.”
Patrick Lohlein

·

Investing in relationship-building is the cornerstone of successful projects

The club’s experience emphasises the fundamental importance of relationship-building across the trading partnership
as the only effective method of minimising intercultural miscommunication. Two factors underpin this approach.
In the first instance: ‘hands on’ management by a single project leader with a vested interest in the success of the
programme. This creates a vehicle for partners to ‘open up’; there is a natural tendency to become insular when
people find themselves in a small sub-group speaking their own language amongst a larger group of unfamiliar nonspeakers. An overall project leader with the responsibility for overseeing all groups can challenge insularity and actively
encourage more communication.
Secondly, formalising regular communication between partners makes it easier to tell when things have been “lost in
translation”. Structured exchanges via live media (audio/visual) should take place at least every three to four days.
This approach helps to “break the ice” and reduces the stress of contact in an unfamiliar language. Problems and
opportunities can therefore be addressed at an early stage between partners who have established mutual respect for
one another.

“In good relationships it’s no longer a case of ‘them and us’. I’ve often been briefed on vital business intelligence
and on occasion this has even included timely advice that a project is not going well despite reassurances from
senior management. It’s just another side of our partners’ commitment to ‘making sure we’ve got a really good
relationship’. And a good relationship isn’t always based on face to face contact. I’ve developed one really good
association over the last four years where we’ve only ever spoken on the telephone but we know about each
other’s families and what our kids are doing. I know they’ll let me know about a problem before it’s even had
the chance to start developing.”
Patrick Lohlein

·

Emails are not a substitute for regular verbal contact

Just as important, this sort of sustained relationship building sidesteps the possibility that non-native partners operating
abroad might revert to emails. Rather than speed up communication, emails put an automatic brake on action and
the loss of essential time is more important than money. Issues are often delayed until 2-3 matters are collected for
discussion and there’s the added difficulty of composing a message which involves all the challenges of unfamiliar
vocabulary.
Emails also represent a permanent, verifiable record. As a result:

“People never say more than just enough - and certainly less than in a telephone call. This is an absolutely
critical failing because in business you need to know as much as possible. Emails are curt when people are
trying to be brief and when there are no conversational cues, it’s a recipe for disaster.”
Patrick Lohlein

The project teams endorsed Mr Lohlein’s observations and point out that technology is not always an efficient means
of avoiding the pitfalls of international communication:

“Personal meetings are not only time consuming and expensive but can be frustrated by other various factors
such as real distance between business partners from two countries for example. Nowadays technology allows
a direct exchange even without meeting personally, primarily via telephone.
However, language barriers have an even greater impact on the phone. “International” English in combination
with a bad telephone connection make the communication stressful, maybe even impossible. Information is
misunderstood or is not received at all.
And emails don’t live up to expectations. Almost everybody gives priority on his email as a professional or
personal main contact. Why? Emails are considered and prepared more carefully using appropriate words and
expressions.
Contrary! In a foreign language it is often difficult to set the correct accent, to provide praise or to express
urgency if you are not aware of the local linguistics and etiquette.”

The Bulgarian team in particular reflected on some of the under-rated aspects of the new communication opportunities:

“I always prefer to use emails when working. It is a written proof that the job has been done and many of the
problems are avoided. During skype or phone call you speak and sometimes you can forget something you
should mention, there is also a chance for a mistake since there might be internet connectivity problems. When
giving precise instructions I always try to avoid calling because many times the connection is not that great and
I have to repeat a number couple of times and once this caused wrong serial number input. This is the problem
with internet calls.
With cellphones it is not that different. Smartphones often lose coverage, when using mobile data the caller
can’t get a hold of you. When using email you can think about the whole message, you can see the whole picture
and compose it perfectly. There is less chance for a mistake and even if the person you are corresponding with
is not that great with English, he can use web services to translate the words he is not familiar with.
The main problem with emails is that they can be used as court evidence while not many people record their
phone calls. It is both good and bad because you can prove that you’ve done everything you could and it is
not your fault, or the person suing can prove that you are guilty. Also a phone call is far quicker than the email
because sometimes the person is not using any mail program and waits for browser to refresh.
In conclusion I think that for precise work and speaking to officials, emails are far better than calls but when
speaking with friends or there is something urgent to be done calling is the best way.”

By contrast, SMS is designed for brevity. It’s a time saving solution and universally recognised as such. It shortcuts any
concerns over grammar, and non-native speakers can be just as comfortable using SMS as native speakers. However, it
requires a good working relationship between the contacts.

“I’ve been having more conversations with people via SMS over the last year than ever before. And it’s really
good for following up meetings – especially where short answers are involved.”
Patrick Lohlein

The team echoed these views with their own comments (from Bulgaria):
“Short text messages are great way to communicate with friends or if you want to give short details. I don’t use
them a lot but in the following cases they are life savers. When for example I want to inform my co-worker that
our schedule is changed or payment has been made but I know he is currently busy I always text. When I can’t
answer my phone I automatically send a text response that I will call later. Also when I want to arrange meeting
with friends or team building with my co-workers I do it over text message because in 21st century we all carry our
phones around.”

·

The economic benefits of fluency

“speaking English is a huge advantage, vital even but only speaking English is a serious drawback”
Baroness Coussins (chair of the UK All Party Parliamentary Group on Languages)

Although fluency does not in itself guarantee perfect communication, the better two parties understand each others’
languages the more able they will be to carry on an uninterrupted and mutually understood conversation.

National education priorities play an important role is developing ‘the will to communicate across cultural divides’. In
this respect, the failure of the UK system to develop linguistic skills has also encouraged an increasing level of cultural
isolation:

“There is a fair correlation between keenness to study languages and national attitudes towards Europe.
There was a huge boom in language learning at the time of the single market, so from 1983 to 1986 there was
real momentum. That then slacked off and I think now …….there is a lot more nationalistic bloody-mindedness.
If these people want to do business with us, let them speak English, sort of thing.”
Professor Mike Kelly, director ‘Routes into Languages’ programme Reported in the Guardian, “Lack of
language skills is diminishing Britain’s voice in the world”, Daniel Boffey 17 August 2013)

It is significant that such attitudes are not confined to one country.
For example in France, in order to preserve the French language, all teaching and lecturing in a foreign language at
French universities has been banned by law (1994), except in the case of language courses or visiting professors.
In early 2013, the Socialist government’s decision to relax the ban provoked uproar amongst academics with the
Académie Française, (guardian of the French language) claiming that the new law “favours a marginalisation of the
French language”.
“this is an act of sabotage[ of the French language]”.
Claude Hagège, professor at the Collège de France, writing in the newspaper Le Monde, May 2013

However, parochialism on this scale carries significant economic risks in terms of lost opportunities

“I think [declining UK language education] is potentially disastrous for our exporting potential in the future. It is
true that English is an international business language, but knowing your client or supplier’s language will help
open the initial door and open cultural understanding.”
John Wastnage, head of employment and skills at the British Chambers of Commerce (Reported in the
Guardian, “Lack of language skills is diminishing Britain’s voice in the world”, Daniel Boffey 17 August 2013)

Some members of the Kent Export Club expand on this commitment to language skills to the point where they can reap
significant economic benefits from the investment in study.
The project teams offered a further interesting perspective on the positive benefits of such a decision:

“In Bulgaria lots of people just presume that you prefer to speak English. They aren’t insulting your language ability,
they may actually be thinking that it’s almost impossible to know even a little Bulgarian and that they are doing
you a favor. In fact, if you try to speak Bulgarian, they find your attempts really amazing. It makes the conversation
much more personal and you have them interested in helping you”

“In Poland we know that we are the only country where you can speak our language and we are conscious that
is not easy one. We appreciate a lot someone’s effort to learn our Mother Tongue and even if somebody makes
mistakes, we are never offended and are more likely to treat this with sympathy”

“Portuguese people know that it is very important to know the language of your business partners since it may
avoid misunderstandings in the process of communication. The relevance of speaking the same language does
not only relate to the content of the communication but it also shows interest in building a trust bond between
partners, which may show to be essential for conducting a business agreement. Also, if you cannot speak fluently
the language of your partner, you can use another language which is common for both. However, if you take the
time in advance to learn some frequently used words in your partners language (ex: greetings, ‘yes’ or ‘no’, etc.),
this effort will be taken in consideration and will usually diminish the distance between you and your business
partner.”

And there are wider cost implications – often overlooked – that arise when communication is restricted to a recognised
global language.
In countries where the chosen language is not widely taught in schools – and is thus a rare skill -- being limited to one
language may confine transactions to those brokers or intermediaries who are able to charge a premium for their own
language skills. Automatically, the broker’s involvement means that both producer and purchaser lose effective control
of the trade since only the broker knows the real price at which the supplier is willing to trade and the purchaser is
willing to buy. At the same time, the broker can levy an unregulated transactions cost for his services. Trade still takes
place (which might otherwise be impossible) but the language barrier has added an extra layer of cost.
Alex B cites the example of his company sourcing fresh raspberries from Morocco and Syria. In these areas there are
three trading tiers based on linguistic differences: English is the trading language of tier one - the coastal metropolitan
cities, whilst colonial heritage ensures that French remains the lingua franca of the inland areas (tier two). However,
the Arabic speaking fruit producers of the remote hinterland (tier three) – where prices are lowest – are effectively
confined to isolated local markets or to Arabic/French or Arabic/English speaking wholesalers.

“Small, local producers who speak only Arabic are excluded from European markets except via intermediaries.
Without access to reliable international market information they lack the knowledge to a secure realistic
return on their produce. On the other hand, direct negotiations in Arabic by international purchasers and local
producers automatically create economic benefits – the purchaser reduces his cost base by eliminating broker
charges and small producers get access to more attractive contracts that directly reflect higher European
market prices.”
“Market benefits like this obviously come at a cost but it’s a positive cost-benefit analysis when you offset a six
month investment in learning the trading languages against the measurable improvement in profitability and
more stable producer contracts.”

Equally important, technological advances are forcing rapid and fundamental change across the international
marketplace. As organisations increasingly communicate with customers in real time through social media they need
to do so in the customers’ own languages and contexts.
Europlus Direct is a UK based IBM distributor with offices across the globe. No less than 96% of sales leads come from
overseas markets and Chief Executive, Jim Hart is convinced of the practical commercial benefits of dealing directly
with customers in their own languages:

“We never expect customers to speak a second language to our staff, if at all possible. If you force a non-native
speaker to speak English it makes it very difficult to sell to them.
At our Leeds HQ we have 25 European native language speakers in-house. We communicate in French
and English with our Mauritian office, wholly in French with Dakar, English for Namibia and Portuguese in
Mozambique. For coordination between the global offices we tend to use English as a lingua franca but as I
speak French we have many meeting in French particularly if one of our staff members feels more comfortable
with French than English.”

The translator’s perspective
When there is no shared language at all in an intercultural interaction, professional translators and interpreters may
be necessary and become central to partners’ efforts to be understood. However, the typically short supply chain
from commissioner to translator can be a source of uncertainty with regard to quality and may perpetuate the view
that translation is a cost rather than a competitive advantage. Added to which, the constant commercial pressure
for ‘faster, cheaper results’ creates the temptation to turn to machine translation services such as ‘bablefish’ and
‘google translate’. This apparent short cut provides no more than dangerously un-nuanced translations. This section
will therefore explore how translators deal effectively with cultural obstacles to effective communication and we will
identify the lessons and strategies that can be learned by other businesses.
·

Translators must master an industry’s technical terminology in order to communicate effectively with the
audience

Carine Kennedy & Francoise Delas-Reisz: Difficulties of conference translation
In the February/March 2013 issue of The Linguist magazine, conference interpreters Carine Kennedy and Francoise
Delas-Reisz were interviewed about their experiences in the job, and the drawbacks and challenges they face (“Never
a Dull Day”, vol 52 issue 1).
They drew attention to the difficulties created when specialist knowledge is required; both are experienced in legal
translation, but when topics being discussed require other kinds of expertise, they spend time revising the subject in
order to be as prepared as possible for what may come up

“Medical conferences are hard. So for a one-day conference I sometimes prepare for three days ahead.” - FDR

In political contexts, they may even have to contend with deliberately unclear language, which is frustrating when it is
a professional instinct to transfer meaning as closely as possible

“I was chief interpreter for Bloomberg television and every month we had to interpret for Alan Greenspan [US
Federal reserve Chairman] who actually said in interviews: ‘of course I want to be obtuse. Of course I don’t want to
be understood “ - CK

Further complications are introduced when a translator fluent in both languages is not available, and two translators
must speak to each other via a shared bridging language:

“Sometimes you have to work in relay. For example, if there is a Thai speaker you will have to listen to a Thai-English
interpretation and you will have to interpret from that. On a few occasions it has happened that this interpretation
was dreadful, which in turn meant that we were unable to work particularly well into French.” - CK

Other cases of translators being used badly have been identified by members of the B-in-Skill team. For example, a
Portuguese team member once served as a translator for a youth exchange project, between the participants (young
people from Cyprus, Serbia, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Albania and Romania) and the local authorities. During a meeting,
one of the local authority representatives made ignorant and potentially offensive remarks about the countries
involved, forcing the translator into a position of either adapting the remarks or offending the other party; she did the
former, attempting to transmit as much of the useful message as possible without including the offending language.
A Hungarian team member served as a translator for an Italian construction company. While she was well-briefed on
technical terminology, she was given little explanation about the context of her first call to a partner, and her employer
was not clear about what message she was to convey – sometimes they expected simultaneous translation, and
sometimes they expected interpretation of their general position. When communication broke down, the translator
was blamed. This case indicates the necessity that any client planning to use a translator or intermediary be clear in
advance what is expected of them – are they permitted to negotiate on behalf of the client, or merely to translate the
specific message they are given, for example.

“The task was to make contact with the company’s Italian market partners, arrange deliveries and organize
deals via email and mobile phone….. I had to make two trial calls to Italy about the next delivery. But the first
problem was that the situation was confused . Even before the phone call they didn’t give me a proper brief and
during the phone call they kept changing the information they wanted me to tell the partner - without waiting
for the proper understanding between the partner and me”

·

Cultural interference can obscure meanings for translators as well as for non-native speakers

British interpreter Karen Netto recognizes the contribution of cultural factors to communication problems between
different countries (“A Tricky Business”, The Linguist vol 52 issue 1; 2013). She offers several specific examples of
cultural differences that can create problems: for example, the Nordic “no-nonsense approach” to raising problems,
compared to a British approach which can seem “indirect and wordy” by comparison. There are also more general
points about managing intercultural relations in such a way as to minimise these problems.
Translators and multinational project managers – anyone who is the main point of contact between people of
different nationalities – often find themselves in the position of “cultural bridge”. If the “bridge” is aware of potential
sources of miscommunication, they can help to defuse them if they arise; if they are not aware, they may allow such
miscommunication to occur.
Management roles also have their own problems when it comes to cultural sensitivity: “You need to adjust the directness
or indirectness of your management style to something that is more familiar to the other culture.” For example, as a
Briton, Netto has found that her instinct to try to defuse awkward situations with humour often went down poorly;
not only does humour often get lost in translation, but some cultures are likely to find it too flippant or unprofessional:

CK: Jokes are impossible to translate.
FDR: You say [to your audience], ‘laugh, and if you’re really interested come back to me at break time and I’ll
try to explain.’

·

Native speakers are NOT always essential for a perfect translation
-

Familiarity with technical terms is essential to maintain clarity

Based on “The Native Speaker Principle and its Place in Legal Translation”, by Karen Rueckert, writing in The Linguist,
October 2011.

There is a long-standing tradition in the English-speaking world that texts should always be translated by a native
speaker of the target language (the native speaker principle) because this will result in the greatest fluency and
grammatical accuracy in the end product. However, according to Karen Rueckert (2011), this may be counterproductive
in certain circumstances.
Rueckert suggests that while fluency of the final text is the most important factor for literary translation, with technical
writing such as legal and technological texts it is more important that the translation stick as closely as possible to the
precise meaning of the original text – thus the most qualified translator available should be used, whether or not he or
she is a native speaker of the target language. In an ideal world every translation in every field would be both perfectly
fluent and accurate. However, in highly specialized fields such as legal translation which require translation not only
between two languages but also between two legal systems, accuracy has to take priority over fluency.
The vast majority of legal translations are for reference and information and as such, communication of the source text
message is the prime concern. Ideally, all such translators would be subject matter experts but this not always the case,
and a translation by a native speaker (of the target language) may be misleading if they do not understand the nuances
of the source text sufficiently – and this may go undetected.

“As long as the text is translated accurately, fluency can be improved in the editing process; if the text is
translated with fluency as the primary goal, any errors in accuracy will likely go unnoticed by editors.”

Jim Hart, (CEO Europlus Direct) endorses this view:

“Our website is localised for French and German and we are currently developing a Chinese version. Translation is
done by a native living in the country plus keywords and search engine optimisation”

·

Native speakers should collaborate with specialists to “revise” translations produced by non-native translators
when both fluency and semantic accuracy are important.

Rueckert studied legal translations, a genre where accurate communication of precise meaning is very important, and
looked for both semantic and grammatical errors. Semantic errors were independent of native/non-native status and
the majority resulted from insufficient knowledge of the subject matter: the incorrect interpretation of homonyms,
failure to recognize and correctly translate technical terms and confusion of target language terms (such as jurisdiction
and jurisprudence).
Non-native and native speakers also make errors of fluency and grammar, although these are not generally serious
enough to render a translation inadequate. Errors of fluency were more frequent in translations made by non-native
speakers (as predicted by the native speaker principle), whilst those made by native speakers seem to result from
‘translationese’ where the translator had allowed the source material text to influence the translation.
On the other hand, contrary to Rueckert’s own prediction, a non-native speaker will not necessarily produce a translation
which more accurately reproduces the source text’s meaning. With texts of a technical nature, in-depth knowledge
of the subject is the most important single variable to producing an accurate translation. “The native language of a
translator is not directly linked to adequacy.” Five out six translations (in this academic research of legal translations)
deemed accurate were produced by translators who had some form of legal training suggesting that it is subject matter
which is the key to an adequate (specialist) legal translation.
Even within highly specialised fields there may be occasions when only a translation by a native speaker will do because
for example, the target text hinges on slight shades of meaning. However, in order to do justice to a translation of this
type the native speaker must also have the required subject matter. Ideally both elements will be present but where

this is not possible a translation that accurately communicates the source text with a few errors of fluency (which can
be corrected by a proof reader) is preferable to a translation that is perfectly fluent and grammatically accurate but
which distorts or misinterprets the source.
Skills required for cultural awareness (“Cultural Quotient”)
Coined by Christopher Earley and Elaine Mosakowski (Harvard Business Review, 2004), “Cultural Quotient” (CQ), also
known as “cultural intelligence” is “the ability to cope with national, corporate
and vocational cultures. CQ is the ability to make sense of unfamiliar contexts and then blend in”.
Developed by analogy with concepts like “EQ” (emotional intelligence) and of course IQ, it is a
measure of assessing a person’s comfort with and awareness of different cultures.
The research behind CQ suggests that four capabilities identify people who work well in other cultures:
· Drive: They show interest in other cultures and are motivated to adapt to them
· Knowledge: They have a strong understanding about similarities and differences between cultures; before
meeting with someone from an unfamiliar culture, they endeavour to find out more about it.
· Strategy: They are aware and able to plan in light of their cultural understanding.
· Action: They know when to adapt and when not to adapt in cross-cultural contexts.
A key aspect to this approach is that while cultural knowledge (for example, a knowledge of French and experience
working with French people) might only be applicable to a specific cultural context, a person’s adaptability and willingness
to learn about other cultures is a transferable skill, and their total experience of travelling and working internationally
gives them a general insight into intercultural communication which will often make them more effective even in
an unfamiliar culture compared to someone without that experience. This is related to Patrick Lohlein’s experience
(detailed previously) that exporters who have a lot of experience working internationally have a different shared value
system to those who haven’t. In other words, although it is important to educate people in cultural differences, there
is still no substitute for spending time abroad and experiencing other cultures first-hand.
Finally, it is essential to appreciate that language influences behaviour:

“ every language (and sometimes even dialects) embrace a ‘mindset’ ... it is not just about formality and style;
it is about how we view time (as seen through the way tenses work) but also order and priorities. German, for
example is a language that obliges you to ‘think before you speak. And when it comes to dialects, peninsula
Spanish has almost eliminated the formal ‘you’ form whereas some varieties of South American Spanish have
three levels of ‘you’ ... so yes, language impacts attitudes and also behaviour.”
- Anne Dwyer, (Professor of Communication Skills and Strategy commenting on the Linkedin Intercultural
communication forum, May 2014)

2.2. HOW DO LINGUISTIC DIFFERENCES AFFECT COMMUNICATION?
“There is now a considerable body of evidence, both policy-oriented and academic, which shows that languages are
linked to export growth. […] Business leaders say that language availability, instead of market strategy, is driving
exporting decisions, and that a lack of language and cultural capability is a barrier for non-exporters who want to
start trading internationally.”
(UK All Party Parliamentary Group on Modern languages – report 2013)
One of the most obvious barriers to communication between cultures is linguistic distance – being unable to understand
what somebody is saying makes any exchange of complex information laborious and slow, if not impossible. People
have been aware of this since the beginnings of civilisation, with many cultures including explanations of the “confusion
of tongues” in their creation myths. This section covers:
a) Communication strategies
b) ‘Lingua franca’ cultural areas
aa) Supra-national languages
ab) Global languages
c) Selecting a practical language for business
ca) Contenders for a global language
d) English as a practical global language and the challenges for non-native speakers

Communication Strategies
The need to communicate with people from other linguistic backgrounds has been addressed in many ways both on
the micro level (single transactions or relationship between individuals/groups) and the macro level (reflecting policies
set by rulers and governments to make communication amongst their populace easier or simply popular traditions
operating across a large area).
On a micro level, individuals and small groups will adopt the following strategies. These are essentially decisions driven
by local circumstances)
a) One party learns the language of the other. This of course takes a very long time (achieving the most basic
level of proficiency recognised as A1 standard in the Common European Framework is estimated to take around
75 hours of study) and lays all the work on one party.
b) Both parties employ a common second language they are both familiar with (this is known as a lingua
franca)
c) Both parties employ a combination of their two languages, plus any elements they recognise from others
(this is known as a pidgin)
On a broader macro scale, communication strategies reflect attempts to tackle the natural tendency of languages to
diverge from one another over geographical distance and across succeeding generations. At one end of the spectrum
this leads to ‘diglossia’, a bilingual system spreading across a large area where many people speak their first language
with their local community and a different shared language with outsiders and in formal contexts. In these situations
the more widespread and more formal language usually enjoys greater social prestige.
National governments have historically seen the encouragement of the use of a single national language as a desirable
policy, both in order to instil a sense of national unity and to facilitate communication among the populace. Revolutionary
France, for example, saw the multiplicity of languages spoken at the time (in 1794, Gregoire estimated that only 3m of
the 25m population spoke Parisian French) as harmful to centralised control and strove to eliminate regional dialects
by banning their use in schools and government.
Hungary is a more recent example of changing national language policy. During the Communist regime, learning Russia
was obligatory, with English education being actively restricted to intellectuals such as doctors and scientists, for whom

it was a professional necessity. After 1989, the educational system was gradually changed, with the mandate to study
Russian being abolished in 1998. Due to the recency of this change, Russian is still widely spoken, but English is fast
becoming more popular, and is now the majority choice of second-language education.
The effects of these deliberate language policies – reinforced by the communication strategies of speakers themselves
– lead to “supra-national” languages whose geographical reach is illustrated on the accompanying maps. For example,
Mandarin is now the official medium for all Chinese state functions despite the existence of several alternative Chinese
languages having speakers numbering in the millions.
Geographical extent of supra-national languages
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Figure: Geographical extent of supra-national languages. Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_language

Global Languages
Some supra-national languages have achieved a sphere of influence extending beyond groups of countries with shared
geography or history and have developed into a truly global extent.

“a language achieves a genuinely global status when it develops a special role that is recognised in every country”
(David Crystal, English as a Global Language, 1997)

Such a status may occur in any of several categories which can include its establishment as an official language used
for example, as a medium of communication by the government. Such languages are often associated with linguistic
prestige and generally must be mastered to make progress in a professional or commercial environment.
In parallel, languages may achieve this ‘global’ rank by virtue of becoming a priority for the country’s foreign language
teaching. Typically it can function as lingua franca that embraces a substantial fraction of non-native speakers – often
used in international trade relations. Alternatively a linguistic community can develop that is not defined strictly
along ethnic lines (multiethnic, pluricentric language
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Figure: Geographical extent of global languages. Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_language
Selecting a practical language for business
The EU has since its inception had a policy of linguistic equality. The following are all recognised as official working
languages of the Union:
Bulgarian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Irish, Italian, Latvian,
Lithuanian, Maltese, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak, Slovene, Spanish, Swedish.
Within the EU, these 23 languages are recognised as “official and working languages”, with another 6 being non-official
working languages. Official documents may be drafted in any of these languages, and replies received in the same, and
regulations and legislative documents are published in all official languages.
However, the policy of universal linguistic equality carries an economic cost in terms of the €1.1 billion annual cost
of translation. Until recently, it was official policy for all Parliamentary debates to be translated into all 23 official
languages. Theoretically, this could make it necessary to have people able to translate every possible combination of
those languages. However, as of November 2012, this policy was amended – debates are now recorded only in their
original language, with translations done at the request of national governments. This was estimated to save the
European Parliament €8.6 million a year
However, in practice the primary working languages are English, German and French. English is the most widely-spoken
language across the EU, with 51% of citizens able to understand it, German is the language with the most native
speakers, and French has the next-highest number of total speakers, as well as having a senior role in the history of the
EU and being the native tongue in the administrative centres of Brussels
and Strasbourg.
Contenders for a European common language
GERMAN
German has a long history as a common language for large parts of
Europe. For much of the 2nd millennium it was the primary language
of the Holy Roman Empire, which spanned most of Central Europe
at its height, and in the 19th and 20th Centuries it was the foremost
official language of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, comprising much
of Eastern Europe. Once the language had taken hold it remained
in use for a long time after those empires had fallen, and today
some of the highest concentrations of German-speakers are in the
countries which emerged from them.
Figure: Geographical extent of global languages.
Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_language

As a result, as more Eastern European countries have joined the EU in recent years, the ratio of German-speakers has
been increasing accordingly.

FRENCH
French was the language of diplomacy throughout Europe in the
17th, 18th and 19th Centuries, and as such was made the official
language of many international bodies.
The three “capital cities” of the EU – the cities where its main
institutions are based – are Brussels, Strasbourg and Luxembourg.
While all three are officially multilingual (French and Dutch in
Brussels, French and German in Strasbourg and Luxembourg),
French is an official language in all three, and as such has held an
important role in the history of the Union.
When it was first founded, the European Union consisted largely
of Western European countries, and the ratio of residents fluent in
French was consequently higher than it is today. While English was
widely spoken, the UK itself had not yet joined. Therefore, French
was the natural choice as the primary working language of the
early EU although in recent years, its use has declined significantly.

Figure: Geographical extent of global languages.
Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_language

ENGLISH
English is the most widely spoken language in the world, and
within Europe around 90% of students will study the language in
secondary school.
Although English is used as a lingua franca all over the world, it’s
not always the “standard” forms of British or American English.
Many countries which have used English informally for a long time,
such as India, Nigeria and Singapore, have developed their own
recognisable dialects of the language, often alongside Standard
English. The Singaporean government has in recent years been
attempting to promote Standard English over the local “Singlish”,
but this has been largely unsuccessful – people don’t want to
change a language they’ve been using for years just because the
government tells them to.
Figure: Geographical extent of global languages.
Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_language

In many countries in Africa and the Caribbean, English was originally used as a trading language between people
who spoke many different languages, and it tended to be simplified, adapted to suit their needs, and mingled with
an assortment of other languages. When used by adults like this, such a language is called a “pidgin”, but something
interesting happens in the next generation. When children learn a pidgin as their first language, they instinctively turn
it into a full language in its own right – called a “Creole” – developing rules and grammar for it that might be totally
unfamiliar to speakers of the original source language (in this case British English). Languages such as Jamaican Creole
and Nigerian Pidgin were originally based on English, but now have a life of their own.

The practical realities of English as a global language
The apparently unstoppable progress of English as an international medium of communication has been closely
observed by the project team in their own national environments.

In Portugal, the presence of the English language can be seen in a great variety of things in our daily lives,
including work, media, technologies, travelling or entertainment.
English is seen as a very important language and an asset when looking for a job. Therefore, the government
ensures that a lot of attention is given to supporting the English. Nowadays, every student has 7 obligatory
years of English in School starting from their 5th year. However, most Portuguese kids are actually starting
with English classes in primary school or kindergarten, enhancing their probability of becoming fluent in this
language.
Also, the English taught in Portugal is the same as that spoken in the UK and all students are encouraged to
adopt the British accent and grammar, since it is believed that these actions may help the Portuguese Youth
in succeeding when finding a job where they have to face native speakers. The British pronunciation is given
priority to the others given the close relation in general between Portugal and the UK, which goes back in
history.
Moreover, in Portugal there are some standard customs that facilitate the process of learning and understanding
English. A good example is the fact that foreign movies are not translated in Portugal and are only screened
with Portuguese subtitles. Just as important for the long term is the fact that most children’s entertainment
shows involve teaching English.

English and the challenges for non-native speakers
All languages have unique difficulties for learners, usually because they have features that the learner’s native language
doesn’t. Europeans often struggle to learn the tone system of Chinese languages, whereas English speakers struggle
with gender and cases in other European languages. While thankfully free of those particular difficulties, English has
plenty of its own challenges for non-native speakers to overcome.
1. Pronunciation: Unfamiliar speech sounds and sound combinations.
English allows for up to three consonants to be “clustered” without any vowels between them, which can be difficult for
speakers of languages which don’t allow this. Japanese in particular prefers to alternate vowel and consonant sounds,
so ice cream, with its awkward “skr” cluster, becomes aisukurimu. The two “th” sounds (the one in “that” and the one
in “thing”) are also rare in other languages, so many learners have to learn to produce them, and to tell the two apart.
2. Spellings: English spellings are highly irregular.
English is descended from Norse, Old German, French, and Latin, and has gradually picked up elements of many other
languages over time, often retaining spelling and grammar from all of them. Some words are inflected according to
Germanic rules, changing vowels so that mouse becomes mice, and some use rules more like those of French, adding
an ‘s’ so that house becomes houses. As a result of all of this, telling an English word’s pronunciation from its spelling
alone can be very difficult.
3. Dialects: American and British English are prominent in different countries and contexts.
The UK, USA, Ireland, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and the several Caribbean islands which speak English as a
first language – collectively known as the Anglosphere – all have their own forms of English. Europeans may be most
familiar with American television, films and music, but be more likely to learn British English in school and interact with
British speakers in business.
These two prominent dialects don’t just have different pronunciations and spellings; they have differences in word
meanings, and even subtly different grammatical rules (Americans can say “I’ll write you Monday” where British
speakers would say “I’ll write to you on Monday”), and a foreign learner who has picked up the language inconsistently
may be perceived as less fluent a speaker than s/he really is.
4. Synonyms and Connotation: As with any language, shades of meaning can be very subtle.
As well as confusing its spelling, the mixed heritage of English has often left it with several different words for the
same thing, and these usually develop very slightly different meanings – see, watch, look, view and observe all mean

very similar things, and which one to use depends on the context, style of speech (e.g., formal or informal) or just
convention. You can either see or watch a football match, film or TV show, but you can only “watch TV” in general;
doing either of the latter two makes you a “viewer”, but watching a football match makes you a “spectator”.
5. Word order: Word order is more important to meaning than is true in most European languages, and is less
grammatically flexible.
Because English doesn’t have cases to tell you which word is the subject and which is the object (except with pronouns
such as I and me, he and him), word order is more important than in some languages, and the same sentence with
the words in a different order can change the meaning entirely – “the man bit the dog” versus “the dog bit the man.”
Adjective order is a particular trap. Most native speakers aren’t even consciously aware that there are rules about
which order lists of adjectives appear in, just that one phrase “sounds right” and another sounds wrong:
		“The big, beautiful old red house,”
Not: “The red beautiful old big house”.
6. Phrasal verbs: Verbs can take several different meanings when combined with prepositions into certain fixed
phrases.
set about
set against
set apart
set aside

set back
set down
set forth

set in
set off
set on

set out
set to
set up

English has hundreds of phrasal verbs, made of a root verb and a preposition, which have a unique meaning you could
never guess from just adding the meanings of the words together. “To set forth” means to begin a journey, but “to set
back” means to delay something. “To set up” means to arrange something, but “to set down” means to carefully put
down a thing you’re holding. Most of these are idioms – fixed phrases that can only be learnt by memory.
8. Stress: Words can be stressed to add emphasis, which can change the meaning of a sentence.
English uses stress to indicate emphasis. Many languages either don’t use stress at all, so speakers aren’t used to
looking out for it, or use it in different ways.
My dog bit the man
My dog bit the man (someone else’s dog didn’t)
My dog bit the man (my cat didn’t)
My dog bit the man (it didn’t scratch him)
My dog bit the man (not the woman)
9. False friends: Words that look familiar, but have different meanings.
A problem for anyone learning a second language, “false friends” are words that look related to a familiar word
in their native language, but which have different meanings.
·

French journée looks very similar to English journey, but one means ‘day’ and the other means ‘a spell of travel’.

·

German bekommen looks like English become, but means ‘to receive’.

Spanish embarazada looks like English embarrassed, but means ‘pregnant’ while the English word means ‘humiliated’.
When Parker Pen started selling in Mexico, they mistranslated the slogan “won’t leak in your pocket and embarrass
you” to “No te embarazará chorreándose en tu bolsillo” (“Won’t leak in your pocket and impregnate you”)

Setting international standards for foreign language learning
The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) grades learners from A1 (basic comprehension)
to C2 (fluent). It is gradually becoming the European standard for language competency, allowing employers and
educators in different member states to compare people on an even footing.
In line with proposals made at the Barcelona European Council (March 2002), the European Commission developed
a survey based on the CEFR to measure the foreign / second language proficiency of pupils at the end of compulsory
education. The purpose of the survey is to establish a “European Indicator of Language Competence”, providing
member states with internationally comparable data on the results of foreign language teaching and learning in the
European Union.
The challenges of communicating as a native English speaker
Paradoxically, it is often easier for non-native English speakers to understand one another when using the global
language than it is to understand a native English speaker.
This curious situation reflects many of the obvious issues of pronunciation, word order and dialect identified earlier
in this section – but it also reflects the concerns emphasised by Patrick Lohlein (chairman Kent Export Club) and Peter
Skinner (UK MEP):

“There’s a fine balance between speaking naturally and being condescending. We need to stick with a limited
vocabulary, avoid colloquialisms and make full use of the specialist words that are common to the industry or
sector we’re working in.”

The Portuguese team have provided a revealing case which highlights the challenges facing native English speakers
talking to an international audience:

“During a seminar concerning inter-regional cooperation in FYROM/Macedonia, there were representatives
from NGO’s both from EU and non-EU countries. The official language spoken during the event was English
and it was expected that to have a native English speaker would be an advantage during the process of
communication.
However, the English native speaker, was Welsh and had a very strong accent. This made him very hard to
understand although his international peers could understand each other perfectly even if their grammar,
vocabulary or verb tenses were not the most adequate at times.
In order to erase part of his and his peers’ frustration with the process of communication, the Welsh participant
started forcing himself to speak more slowly and to use a softer intonation. His efforts were very well received
by his peers and it brought renewed harmony to the group work.”

In fact, the failure of English native speakers to address their own linguistic/communication limitations was remarked
on by all partners – including the UK team - with Bulgarian colleagues reflecting on the additional challenges of
‘American-English’:

“When a native Englishman speaks to a non-native English people, sometimes he forgets about the language
barrier and speaks really fast. Most of us study English language since pre-school but at least in my case in my
high school we’ve studied American-English which is slightly different than British-English. Different words for

a same thing, for example chips, different pronunciation and different spelling.
In my work experience I’ve spoken with different nationalities and sometimes I’ve found it easier to understand
a non-native English speaker than a native one. This barrier is easy to overcome with more practice but still it
exists”.

In summary, the fact that non-native speakers learn a version of English which does not always resemble native
intonation actually helps foreigners when communicating among themselves - since they speak a very ‘clear’ form of
English.”

2.3. NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION
The words we say provide only one channel by which we communicate messages to other people. Whether consciously
or unconsciously, our posture, gaze, gestures, and facial expressions (“body language”) make up a great deal of the
meaning in our conversations, and more subtle details like our dress, environment, and our choices of when, where
and to whom we speak all send signals as well. “Non-verbal communication” covers all these things and more – in
Communication Between Cultures (2009), Samovar et al define it as:

“…all those nonverbal stimuli in a communication setting that are generated by both
the source [the speaker] and his or her use of the environment, and that have potential message value for the
source or receiver [the listener].”

According to Albert Mehrabian’s “Silent Messages” (1971), only about 7% of the total impact of a message is delivered
by its verbal content (the words a person uses); 38% is due to vocal features (including tone of voice, inflection, and
other non-speech sounds), and the remaining 55% is due to non-vocal features (body language and other contextual
cues discussed below).
Some examples of non-verbal features include:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Non-verbal sounds
Tone and volume of voice
Pauses and periods of silence
Facial expression
Gaze/glance/eye contact
Gestures
Personal space
Posture
Dress / personal appearance
Choice of environment
Punctuality

People are often not aware of the importance of non-verbal communication, or believe it to be universal from one
culture to another. In fact, meanings and conventions can differ considerably between cultures. For a particularly
striking example, the “thumbs up” gesture has a generally positive meaning in China, India, the Anglosphere and most
of Europe, but in parts of Italy and the Middle East it is equivalent to a gross insult.
The role of non-verbal communication:
·
·
·
·
·

To complement/reinforce speech (smiling when offering praise, nodding when agreeing)
To contradict speech (not smiling when offering praise might signify that it is insincere)
To subtly modify or punctuate speech (stressing different words may change the emphasis, hand gestures may
identify important points)
To regulate conversation: checking for/offering attention, indicating when it is the other person’s turn to speak
Replacing speech, if it is either not appropriate (finger to lips to tell somebody they should not be speaking) or
not practical (nodding to indicate agreement when it is too loud to make oneself heard).

Examples of cultural differences
Eye-contact
In some cultures (e.g. Chinese) excessive eye contact, especially from a social inferior, can be seen as defiance of
authority. In others (America and Europe), insufficient eye contact can be seen as not paying proper attention to

somebody. Holding eye-contact longer than the cultural norm can also be interpreted as romantic interest. Differences
in the expected amount of eye contact or the times it is considered appropriate can vary very subtly; American culture
tends to be more accepting of a great deal of eye contact than European cultures, for example. Although as the project
team commented:

“Most Bulgarians maintain eye contact while talking, which indicates sincerity, friendliness and respect.
Bulgarians usually stand close together at arm’s length when they are talking to one another.”

Hand gestures
Both the “OK” and “thumbs up” gestures are vulgar and offensive in some parts of the world. Pointing with the
forefinger is seen as rude in China, where it is more acceptable to use to whole hand to indicate something.
On a tour of Australia in 1992, George H. W. Bush gave a “V for victory” sign from his car. In America, this sign can be
given either with the palm inward or outward – however, in the UK and several Commonwealth countries including
Australia, a V with the palm towards the person giving the gesture (as Bush did) is considered an extremely vulgar
gesture equivalent to an extended middle finger, so Bush’s gesture was seen as an insult.
The Bulgarian team offered a less contentious but equally significant example of cultural dissonance:
“Bulgarians make a lot of gestures and clearly show their emotions in facial expressions. It is important to note
that Bulgarians have different head gestures to indicate ‘no’ and ‘yes’ to other cultures, such that shaking your
head from side to side signifies ‘yes’ and an up and down movement means ‘no’”.

Personal space
Different cultures have different tolerances for how much personal space is given when speaking to somebody oneon-one. Mediterranean and Middle Eastern cultures tend to prefer standing in closer proximity to someone than do
Northern Europeans, and also physically touch each other more frequently.
One exception to cultural difference in nonverbal communication seems to be basic facial expressions. Studies suggest
that at least six basic emotions (such as anger, happiness, fear, sadness, disgust) are produced and recognised in the
same way throughout the world. This may be because they are closely connected to innate physical reactions (for
example, disgust being related to nausea, or sadness to crying) which are universal to the human species.
However, smiling is one expression that can result in miscommunication. In some Asian cultures, including China and
Indonesia, a smile can indicate embarrassment or apology – Westerners unfamiliar with this fact may find it frustrating
that their complaint or anger is being met with what can look like amusement or lack of concern.

Problems caused by non-verbal communication differences
People often assume that if their language skills are not sufficient to be understood, they can make up for this with
exaggerated gestures, thinking that these will be understood the same the world over. Even when this is not a conscious
choice, body language is often subconscious, and most people do not realise the potential for miscommunication.

High-context and low-context cultures
Hall (DATE) identified a distinction between high-context cultures (which assume strong in-group identification,
respect for tradition and adherence to cultural conventions) and low-context cultures (which do not make such strong

assumptions of shared culture, and prefer communication to be more explicitly encoded in language). Particularly
clear examples are Japan and the USA. This does not necessarily mean that low-context cultures are more accepting of
miscommunication, however – instead, the tendency of high-context cultures to leave certain things unspoken has in
the past created a pernicious stereotype in the West that Chinese and Japanese people were “inscrutable” or unwilling
to communicate clearly. This is broadly comparable to Hofstede’s (1997) “uncertainty avoidance” dimension, with lowcontext cultures being more at ease with uncertainty.
Humour can be very sensitive to different contextual preferences – a joke too low-context for the audience will seem
over-explained and unfunny, one too high-context will not be understood. This is one reason that humour can translate
very poorly from one culture to another.
Solutions
·
·
·
·

The assumption that gestures are less culturally diverse than verbal language should not be taken for granted
– bear in mind that there is potential for them to be misinterpreted, as with any other communication.
Be sensitive to reactions to your gestures, tone of voice etc, and take cues from how others use them, just as
you would with spoken phrases.
Take care not to force eye contact/personal space if the other party seems to be avoiding them.
Do some research into non-verbal communication in the particular society you are dealing with.

At this point it is essential to recognise that the environment “at work” is further complicated by organisational
culture

Organisational Culture
Organisational culture describes a set of specific behaviours, values and social/operational attitudes which are typical
for persons belong to the same organisation. Whatever the culture of the individual employees , they must still fit into
the culture of organisation where they want work.

Figure . Organisational culture. Source: kenyonstanleycapstone.wordpress.com

The Process of ‘Acculturation’
Acculturation describes the process of getting used to new and different culture by a person entering it for the first
time – or even re-entering the same, less familiar cultural environment. The inevitable psychological changes operate
on both a personal level (personal getting used to specific behaviors and rules) as well as on the organisational level (a

group adjusts some of their specific conditions to the new person entering it). Finally, in the workplace, acculturation
also involves the learning the regulations and rules of a specific workplace.

Figure. The process of acculturation by Hofstede. Source: hotelmule.com

The results of the acculturation process can vary significantly. Any person entering a new culture - or a new organisational
culture may in fact react in any of at least three different ways:
a) feel good in his/her own culture
b) adapt the new culture as most fitting her/him
c) feel distant or unconnected to colleagues who represent or follow the rules of newly joined culture.
All too often, however, integration into a new culture seems to be a haphazard rather than structured process. The
project team drew on Tom’s experience as a very practical example of the pitfalls of unsupported cultural mobility:
Case study: experiences of working abroad as a non-fluent speaker

This is an account of the hurdles I have faced as a native English speaker working abroad with only partial
fluency in the language of the host country.
My first experience was in Ibiza. A spur of the moment decision brought me face to face with a number of the
realities of working in a foreign country.
On my part it was a badly researched move based on ambiguous facts that I did little to clarify. Indeed one of
the reasons for this was it sounded like a very easy thing option and so I had no desire to hear otherwise. I spoke
no Spanish and my main skill set was hospitality. Although in this area I was highly competent, I still had next
to no funds to draw on. n reality, I discovered on arrival that work was not freely available and that despite the
large numbers of foreign tourists, the ability to speak Spanish was more important than English. Prospective
employers had a surfeit of labour to pick from and could therefore decide both conditions and pay. I also could
not afford to spend too much time looking for work as I had next to no money.
We often hear of unscrupulous employers luring foreign workers over with false promises. This overlooks our
own inclination to believe in things which sound too good to be true rather than question them to the detriment
of our fantasy. I my case, I could have saved myself a great deal of trouble with a minimal amount of research
and effort – for example, by acquiring some basic language skills and arranging a job before I arrived.
My next destination was Australia. Having learnt a few lessons, I was significantly better prepared for this

outing. I had a reasonable amount of money saved, good qualifications up to diploma level – including a
TEFL English teaching qualification - and extensive work experience in various fields with good references . My
only fluently spoken language was still English. Apart from various bureaucratic issues, cultural conformity
(Anglo Saxon, English speaking) ensured that working in Australia was relatively easy in my case.
I lived in Australia for a year before moving onto China. My employment this time was prearranged via
the Internet during my stay in Australia . As a TEFL qualified native English speaker I got a job as an English
teacher. This type of language teaching operates only in English so I didn’t learn Chinese prior to arriving. In
China, native English speakers with a higher level education and are highly sought after. English is taught from
a young age in public schools with great prestige being attached to learning from a native speaker. Being both
employed and in fact eminently employable, I automatically assumed that a support network would be in place
and that all would be relatively plain sailing.
In dealing with the labyrinthine and utterly opaque Chinese bureaucracy I did have significant assistance.
However I was provided with no Mandarin lessons or avenues to find some myself and no cultural pointers. It
is important to state that these mistakes were actually made by a company with extensive experience dealing
with foreign employees. In short, I was provided with just enough support to do my job and no more. My early
months were frankly abysmally lonely and if I had not been trying to prove something to myself, I would not
have stuck it out. It was only through a combination of stubborn perseverance and luck that I came to stay in
China as long as I did (one and a half years). The fact that I remained with my first employer for only 3 months
– just long enough to develop contacts – is a good indicator of my dissatisfaction.
It seems to me that there are some very simple, cost-effective/cheap measures - Mandarin lessons, a sponsor/
guide to show me around (even an info booklet!) – which would have been incredibly helpful. Undoubtedly,
support would have led me to remain with my initial employers and greatly increased my own enjoyment
as well as positively influenced my long term plans vis a vis staying in China longer. This would have been a
highly desirable outcome in a labour market suffering from a shortage where I could command a premium.
For the last four years I have been living and working in Berlin, Germany. Geographically this is certainly the
most relevant. As an EU citizen I did not require a visa to work or live in Germany – and could therefore break
away from the state of ‘indentured labour’ dictated by working visa requirements in both China and Australia.
By now, I had gained a very broad range of skills and qualifications and had done some research into the
labour market. Not for the first time I over-appreciated how far I could go with English and only a minimal
knowledge of the native language of my host country. My lack of German fluency effectively barred me from
more qualified work and landed me once more in hospitality. This was not entirely unexpected and I promptly
set about improving my German.
I also came into contact with people who had the additional problem that their qualifications were not valid in
Germany and which would need to be re-accredited. Berlin has a large migrant population of many different
nationalities and the authorities/ bureaucracies have responded to some degree. In Berlin, in lieu of any
official organisation to provide information and support, an unofficial alternative has grown up consisting of
the many foreign workers who have gone before. It is an ad-hoc arrangement with little to no government
or commercial support. Indeed the authorities send out many misleading signals in regard to the foreign
workers who have contributed significantly to which Berlin’s continuing success. I would not, however, compare
this to the level of negativity expressed in Britain towards similar migrant groups.
It was my increasing German language ability - and connections - that leveraged access to the position I now
enjoy where I work with Artists and Galleries, mounting and presenting Art. Culturally, this has eased my
transition in the life of the city. Had I been working in factories without educational or cultural support from my
employer, I would have found it extremely difficult to integrate into society.
English is an excellent bridging language and may well be all that’s required in higher or even some lower
tier jobs. But most if not all lower and middle tier work requires an at best minimal, ideally firm grasp of the
host countries language. Going beyond work even a basic grasp of the host language will improve quality
of life immeasurably. Crucially it will greatly reduce the burden of communication, and so stress, mistakes
and misunderstandings whilst increasing productivity and satisfaction. It should be noted that had I spoken

anything other than English as my main language, I would have been unemployable during my first few months
in the capital.
In summary, poor preparation led to false expectations, unrealistic demands and misunderstanding based
on cultural and language differences. Even though EU citizenship makes legality less of an issue, local
bureaucracy trails behind in standardisation and accessibility. Private enterprise could reap many benefits
by helping prospective employees with the right skills, to get over this hurdle”.
(Thomas Ward)
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Introduction and aim
Conflicts are an inevitable part of life. Every day millions of people engage in disagreements & arguments, and compete
over different ideas, values, resources etc. These discussions often translate into physical actions, strategies or plans
that can lead to destructive conflicts.
When this process takes place across cultural backgrounds, a common ground seems even harder to reach and often
the results can be very unpleasant. Of course, subcultures within a culture can be subject to similar situations.
The aim of this paper is to provide a set of tools that can be used within business environments for the management
and resolution of conflicts across cultures.

Definition of conflict and culture
Humans are social beings who have come to rely on societies to survive. As a result, people need each other in order
to thrive but since they have different goals and opinions, they find themselves often on opposite sides.
Conflict is a form of competitive behavior between people or groups. It occurs when two or more people compete over
perceived or actual incompatible goals, and/ or over limited resources.
By phrasing the definition in terms of perception, it can be argued that a conflict is never based on an actual objective
fact but only on the perceptions of the actors. People will engage in conflicts only because they think they should and
not because they actually need to. Of course, a very important element that defines people’s perception of things is
culture.

Understanding conflicts
Conflict can take many forms, from a regular everyday disagreement, to a street fight or even a war. In fact, although
we often think in terms of tension between groups of people, conflict can equally exist internally (with oneself). More
specifically, these are situations when different needs, values of interests can be observed. Just as important, effectively
resolved conflicts can provide a source of new ideas and creativity.
In order to develop better strategies for handling conflicts it is therefore important to understand how they emerge
and escalate.

choice

you

fake
harmony

me

Figure. Conflict. Source: affiniscapeblog.com

Conflict theorists Dean Pruitt and Jeffrey Rubin (1986) list five changes that occur when a conflict escalates. First,
parties move from softer to more “serious” or harsher tactics. Softer tactics include efforts to persuade, promises, or
other actions that aim to please the other side, while harsh tactics include threats, games of power and even violence.
Second, the conflict grows bigger. The number of issues connected to the conflict is augmented and parties put more
and more effort into the dispute. Third, issues move from the specific to the general and the relationship between the
parties deteriorates. Parties develop assumptions and stereotypes for one another and often perceive the other side
as the “bad guy”. Fourth, more people are drawn into the conflict as the parties start forming alliances. Fifth, the goal
of the parties changes from “doing well” to winning and finally, to hurting the other.
The escalation can take many forms depending on the form or the level of the conflict, and escalation can also happen
within the above described levels. Such escalation always starts with a “trigger”. This trigger can be a comment or
a statement that provokes a defensive attitude from the other side. The element of fear in this stage can be easily
provoked and act as a contributing factor to the proliferation of the issues concerned. The actors stop being concerned
only with the initial disagreement, but start bringing other issues into the conflict. Furthermore, general issues such as
the character of the actors could be brought up and personalize the conflict beyond its scope. At this point, it is very
common that one or other of the parties will try to justify its opinion by claiming the agreement of others, i.e. that
“everybody says so”. Once actors have reached this level, then communication gets more difficult and both parties start
adopting extreme positions, f.i. “how can you say that?” or “how can you believe this?”. Once this level is reached, then
actors start trying to hurt each other, even generalizing the conflict on a personal level and towards principles.
Famous business thinker Isaac Adizes (2004) believes that there are two types of conflict: “disruptive” and “constructive”.
The first are those that have escalated in such a way that the two actors can’t stand each other and any form of
partnership or collaboration seems impossible. The second are those which, through disagreement, enrich the process
of working together and allow actors to achieve better solutions to the existing problems. For the process of escalation
not to drive a conflict to the disruptive side, Adizes identifies two basic elements: trust and respect.
Adizes defines trust as the ability of one actor to believe that the other side has his/her interests at heart. In other
words, one side trusts that the other side doesn’t have an intention to hurt, but merely disagrees on the best way
to achieve the same aims. On the other hand, respect is defined as the ability to accept the others side’s opinions as
different, or in other words to be able to respect the right of the other side to have a different opinion.
According to this way of thinking, if a company is able to nurture a culture of mutual trust and respect then the
development of conflicts will be limited and the process of escalation will be blocked.

TYPES OF CONFLICTS IN BUSINESS ENVIRONMENTS
Conflicts over Information
It is not unusual for parties in a conflict to have access to different sources of information, or a limited amount of
information. This is an excellent way to initiate misunderstandings, especially regarding the reason for the actions of
each side. Based on the information available, perceptions of the other parties’ actions make no sense; with more
complete or accurate information, their perceptions might be substantially altered.

Conflicts over Relationship
Relationship conflicts primarily have to do with the level of appreciation that one party feels they are receiving from
the other side. Relationship conflicts occur when one or both parties do not feel they have been adequately consulted,
treated with respect or given appropriate attention. Because feeling valued and respected is always a matter of
perception, this form of conflict depends a lot on the personalities of the individuals involved. Sometimes there is
an objective basis for feelings of being mistreated, but some people are able to feel unvalued no matter what other
people do. This attitude or cognitive function of perceiving value is often related to a person’s general level of selfconfidence. As this factor can’t be easily predicted or influenced, it is very hard to control or even monitor the direction
and the course of the conflict.
Because conflicts about relationship issues are primarily emotional, they require emotional resolutions. Key emotional
issues are feeling valued and accepted by the other person. When tackling these relationship issues we need to identify
when an issue can be resolved through problem solving and when it requires inner emotional work. For example,
problem solving might result in an agreement to include an individual in future decisions, give them a seat at the
negotiating table or devote more time and attention to them. But if the person is very insecure, then such measures
alone may not change their feelings of being unvalued.
Psychology has advanced a lot in the understanding of such behaviors and in identifying the contributing factors that
make someone feel insecure and thus vulnerable to creating conflicts in his/her relationships. Though many approaches
have been proposed, there is no single panacea for such problems.

Conflicts over Values
Values are the cornerstones we use to decide what is fair or unfair, moral or immoral, good or bad, right or wrong.
Normally they don’t refer to absolute truths but to socially relative norms that have been taught to every individual
by the process of socialization. Sometimes they are stated in absolute terms, so that any form of disagreement is
necessarily immoral, bad, unjust, etc. When values are framed this way, they are not negotiable. Often two values are
in tension with each other. For example, there may be tension between spontaneity on the one hand, or discipline and
control on the other, and depending on the situation either one might be challenged. Thus, solving conflicts rooted
in different values can be like walking on broken glass. Values are mindsets that define our lives, and changing them
is very hard, as such a change will require a significant change to the actor’s overall character. As mentioned above,
the only way to even begin to solve such a conflict is through trust and respect. In other words, each actor needs to
understand that both sides’ values are equally important and that even when values clash they need to be respected as
equals. If the element of trust is added then both sides can realize that they are each trying to achieve the same aims
through different processes, attitudes and values.

Conflicts caused by Institutional Arrangements and Structures
Some conflicts are shaped by factors of the wider environment that surrounds the conflict. For example, organizational
structures and arrangements may create competitive situations, overlapping authorities, or unequal control over
resources.
Structural conflicts may even be rooted in such external factors as time constraints, geographical or physical
arrangements.
One of the factors of escalation in this kind of conflict is that people perceive the problem as an outcome of the
personality or bad behavior of another individual, rather than understanding that the conflict cannot be solved unless
the structural arrangements are modified. If there can be an open and honest discussion on how the situation is set
up, the parties may develop ways of coping, even if they cannot change the institutional arrangements or structure of
the situation.

Conflicts over Interests
Conflicts over interests are caused by competition over perceived or actual incompatible needs. As defined by Professor
Nikolopoulos of Athens University of Economics and Business, a conflict happens when one actor perceives that part or
all of his perceived needs or interests is unsatisfied or partially satisfied. Interests may be substantive (scarce resources),
psychological (perception of trust, fairness, demands for participation), or procedural (the way the conflict is to be
resolved). Resolution of conflicts may involve a balancing act between all three kinds of interests.

Conflict resolution tools
The Conflict Mode Model

The Conflict Mode Instrument developed by Thomas, K. W. and Kilmann, R. H. (1974) is a two-dimensional model
describing five conflict management strategies. The two dimensions are: (1) assertiveness, the extent to which the
individual attempts to satisfy his/ her concerns, and (2) cooperation, the extent to which the individual attempts to
satisfy the other person’s concerns. In that way, one actor might put more or less effort into satisfying either his/her
own or the other side’s needs or interests. The potential combinations created by this are:

Figure. Thomas-Kilmann conflict modes. Source: edbatista.com

Competition
Both sides are working solely and tirelessly to satisfy their own needs or concerns. Each side sees only its own views
and its own perspectives over the situation. Neither side is willing to compromise, heavier tactics are applied and
the escalation process moves on faster. Assertive and uncooperative behavior is focused on personal concerns at the
expense of others.
Competition might occur if the perceived needs seem to be of extreme importance for both sides. Of course the choice
of competing is connected to the perceived power of each of the actors. This is a dangerous tactic that might easily
backfire while it is hard to create win-win situations.

Accommodation
Accommodation occurs when one side deliberately decides to neglect its own needs and give importance to the needs
of the other side. Depending on the culture in which the conflict occurs (most often in individualistic cultures in which
levels of competitiveness are high), this might be considered as losing. In general, accommodation requires unassertive
and cooperative behavior that neglects personal concerns in order to satisfy the concerns of others.
Accommodating is very often used when other goals are considered more important than the conflict at hand (for
instance, one decides to accommodate the needs of the other party in order to get something in return in another
conflict). A common mistake here is mixing accommodating with withdrawing. Conflicts are not battles to be won but
rather situations that give the potential for creativity and flexibility. Accommodating doesn’t necessarily mean losing,
especially when one side might realize that they have been “wrong”.

Avoidance
Avoiding happens when one actor puts minimum importance to his/her own needs or concerns while at the same time
placing minimum importance on the needs or concerns of the other side. The actors don’t care to satisfy either side’s
needs, and thus they feel little motivation to engage into the conflict. Avoiding is an unassertive and uncooperative
behavior that neither pursues personal interests nor the interests of others.
The sides don’t feel like working together and rather prefer not to mention things or problems. Although avoiding can
save lots of resources, if done without care it can create subtle basis for future conflicts to occur.
Avoiding can be an effective strategy when there other issues that require immediate allocation of resources, when it
seems that the game is lost anyway (one actor feels that there is no way for his/her interests to be achieved) or when
one side feels that they need more time in order to regroup and readdress the conflict in the future.

Collaboration
Collaboration occurs when both sides pay equal importance to one another’s concerns. Collaborating is a both assertive
and cooperative behavior that emphasises working with the other party to satisfy both concerns. It is the attitude of
creating win – win situations or the idea that every problem has a solution.
The most common circumstance in a business environment that collaboration is highly appropriate is when both sides’
concerns are too important to be compromised: for example, cooperation between businesses in highly competitive
markets. Another frequent occurrence of collaboration happens when a third more “dangerous” actor appears on the
scene and the two sides have a common interest in putting their differences aside and working together against the
greater threat.

Compromise
Compromising is a hybrid point in which a side agrees to lower the importance paid to his/her own interests if the
other side does the same. In other words it is an intermediate position on both assertiveness and cooperation often
referred to as “splitting the difference”, seeking a quick, middle-ground position. This is an attitude that happens often
in financial negotiations, especially when big deals are on the table, or a big loss is happening and both sides are unable
to handle it alone.
Compromising doesn’t necessarily mean losing as it can be a very smart way of avoiding one part of the conflict while
collaborating on another. In general, this attitude, can serve as a middle way between any of the above-mentioned
tactics – for example, accommodating one part of the conflict while collaborating on another, or accommodating one
part of the conflict while competing on another, etc.
Compromise can be an effective tactic when a solution needs to be achieved quickly and the actors don’t have time
to form or engage in elaborated strategies; when the actors are trying to achieve completely different final outcomes
and the specific conflict serves only as a stop on the way; or when achieving a halfway solution buys more time for the
gathering of more resources and the addressing of the conflict in a later stage.
The summary set out below illustrates examples of the tools/attitudes which can be employed in reaching a solution.:
Constructive

Deconstructive

Active

Passive

Figure . Approaches to conflict resolution. Source: xponents.com

In order to resolve conflicts at work, following steps should be made:
·

Understand that conflicts are needed at work.

·

Handle the conflict as soon as possible.

·

Try to understand reasons of conflict.

·

Communicate with the other party

·

If needed ask for mediation.

Negotiation

Negotiation is a dialogue between all the involved parties that is designed to resolve the points of difference in a way
that will satisfy the interests of all those involved and eventually produce agreement.
The intended aim of the negotiation is to reach a compromise.

I win
You lose
Its a deal!
I win
You win
I lose
You win

I lose
You lose
Figure . Various effects of negotiations. Source: womensally.com

Negotiations have four main stages. These are:
1. PREPARATION – which is a time to learn about the other party, understand best the situation that shall be
resolved and clearly define the goal one has to reach. It is important to define the maximum goal that would be a
complete benefit of the party, as well as the minimum that one could agree in time of discussions. It is also good
to try defining what would be the minimum and maximum goal of the other party to be ready for the bargaining.
2. EXCHANGING INFORMATION – parties involved in the process meet and present their situations as well as
aims they would like to reach during the process.
3. BARGAINING – parties involved discuss and try to meet “half way” in reaching the goal that would allow all to
reach compromise. This stage is usually the most emotional and longest. This is time when negotiations can break
and parties can leave without having a resolution of the conflict situation.
4. CLOSING AND COMMITMENT – last stage when the solution is agreed by the parties and it is put on paper and
officially signed. This moment also means beginning of implementation of the agreed conditions.
Even after signing the final commitment, parties might want to return to the negotiation table and discuss on new
conditions at any time.

Mediator
A mediator is a third, neutral, person who assists the parties to negotiate a settlement of the problem. It is essential
that the mediator should be a person who is accepted by all parties as one who has authority to facilitate negotiations.
By inviting a mediator, all parties agree that he/she will be the person deciding on the program and the pace of
negotiations. Just as important, they all agree to obey the rules established by the mediator in the beginning of the
process.

Conclusion
Conflicts can be a disruptive process of working, especially in business environments where contradicting attitudes and
interest exist in daily routines. Political priorities and agendas might enhance this effect. On the other hand, conflicts
can be a source of creativity, innovation and progressive thinking. What separates one from the other is solely the
attitude of the actors towards the conflict, the other side and themselves.
In a culture of mutual trust and respect, each conflict will always be a source of development and progress.

Recommendations for effective intercultural communication
Our objective in developing this guide has been to provide smaller, resource-poor institutions and commercial
organisations with effective techniques for overcoming the challenges of communicating internationally across cultural
and linguistic boundaries
All recommendations are taken directly from research undertaken by the partners in the UK, Poland, Portugal, Hungary
and Bulgaria and reflect the direct experience of institutions and commercial organisation active across international
boundaries. We are grateful for the contributions generously provided by the Kent Export Club, Members of the
European Parliament, the All Party parliamentary group on Languages as well as the partners’ own network of national
contacts.
Our recommendations for international teams or trading partners working in an environment where there is a
high chance of intercultural miscommunication are set out under eight headlines - each of which necessitates the
development of an organisational culture which visibly values the advantages of international co-operation. Practical
steps in this process include:
1. Focus on building effective relationships across all national teams from the very first day of the project.
a) Create a ‘social’ vehicle for partners to ‘open up’. There is a natural tendency people to become
insular when they find themselves in a small sub-group speaking their own language among a larger
group who don’t.
aa) Getting to know the individual you will be working with on a personal level, even if
only briefly, makes it much easier to understand them when you begin talking business
b) Where project teams or partnerships are able to meet face to face, these social relationships
should be reinforced by team building exercises at the earliest possible stage
c) However, as we have observed, the practical realities of international trading as well as limited
time and resources in small organisations will probably mitigate against such a potentially heavy
investment. As a matter of operating necessity all organisations should set up a regular contact
schedule for all partners via live media – telephone or skype – at a frequency no less than once
every working week.
d) This allows more relaxed communication where problems no longer assume critical status.
Regular communication helps to “break the ice” and make discussing issues and problems less
fraught. Problems and opportunities can be addressed at an early stage between partners who have
established a mutual respect for one another.
da) Formalising regular communication between partners makes it easier to tell when
something has been ‘lost in translation’
db) Build rapport – and earn the respect - of international colleagues by taking the time to
learn even a few conversational phrases in their own language
sharing a common language is the single most important factor in intra-European migration
– learning a foreign language “reduces cultural and social distance”
2. Minimise administrative or operational protocols at the start of the project
a) Nominate a project leader within each national organisation to assume operational responsibility
b) Where national teams are co-operating to deliver a single ‘international’ project goal, all

partnership operations must be project managed by a single responsible person – responsible for
on-time delivery of all agreed tasks
c) Agree operating protocols and deadlines for task delivery at the earliest opportunity – including
protocols for managing the possible failure of partners to contribute assigned tasks on time

3. Avoid reliance on emails - address opportunities and potential conflicts immediately via direct audio or video
contact (skype)
a) When communication is primarily by email, issues are often delayed until 2-3 matters are collected
for discussion,
aa) the lack of cues in an email make it easier for miscommunication to arise – even
between two native speakers of the same language.
b) Personal communication prompts immediate response – especially where the investment has
already been made in building a positive rapport
c) Where rapport is strong, the brevity of SMS messages provides a convenient short cut for any
concerns over grammar and non-native speakers can be just as comfortable using SMS as native
speakers
4. Double check understanding
a) Ask the same question in several different ways to ensure consistent response.
aa) This reduces the possibility of misunderstandings. Questions might be misunderstood
when asked the first time due to a mistranslated word or unclear phrasing
ab) asking it again in a different way can ensure that the answer is correct, or reveal the
source of the miscommunication.
b) Different cultures may be unwilling/unable to offer negative comments (eg Chinese)
ba) Hofstede’s cultural dimensions illustrate the fact that different cultures will have
different attitudes to giving or asking for feedback. Chinese partners may avoid criticism
altogether; British partners might couch criticism or praise in understated language (“that’s
not bad!”) which has the potential to be taken at face value by people from other cultures.
bc) Value systems amongst experienced exporters are almost identical regardless of culture
(in Europe). Those who have experience working with overseas partners are likely to fare
well on international projects, even if they have no specific experience working with the
nationality in question. They will be familiar with transferable strategies for intercultural
communication and are likely to have a better understanding of what is required for a
successful collaboration.

5. Manage translators actively to deliver your objectives
a) Never assume that a professional translator can ‘second guess’ your intentions - brief them
concisely on your objectives for each meeting
b) Focus on the accuracy of technical terms in your sector before worrying about fluency

ba) Non-native speakers may not have a broad vocabulary but they do know the specialist
technical words that are common to their own industry or field of business.
c) Assess the competence of professional translators before incurring the cost of potential errors
ca) Draw on the referral advice of a network of business colleagues active overseas
d) Machine translation services such as ‘bablefish’ and ‘google translate’ are NEITHER fluent NOR
technically accurate
e) Technological advances are driving real time communication through social media – making it
increasingly import at to communicate in customers’ own languages and cultural contexts
Never expect customers to speak a second language, if at all possible. If you force a nonnative speaker to speak English then it makes it more difficult to communicate accurately
and effectively
6. Invest in learning the language of your international partners
a) speaking English is a huge advantage but only speaking English is a serious drawback
aa) communicating in your partner’s language allows the trading costs associated with
intermediaries to be sidestepped – and increases access to new and more profitable
markets
b) Even the best interpretation creates pauses in the flow of conversation and frustrates spontaneity
c) Invest time in becoming culturally aware
ca) Fluent speakers of another language are automatically assumed by native speakers to
understand their local culture. Ignorance or lack of awareness frequently causes offense –
or at the very least misunderstanding that can be hard to identify and harder still to correct
cb) Develop a strong understanding about the similarities and differences between your
own culture and that of your international partners
7. Educate native English speakers to simplify language – and not concepts - when communicating with international
partners
a) Do NOT patronise non-native speakers by assuming that poor grammar and repetitive phrases
imply limited understanding
aa) Based on what they hear, the usual response of a native English speaker is to dumb
down the conversation – reverting to pidgin English and cutting out tenses and grammar.
b) Non-native speakers understand grammar - they simply don’t have a broad vocabulary – but they
do know the specialist technical words that are common to their own industry or field of business.
ba) the majority of technical terms employed in business, scientific and academic activities
are internationally recognisable as English or anglicised words.
bb) Operational priorities ensure that non-native speakers will become automatically
familiar with such terms as part of day to day working practices. As a result, non-native
speakers using a limited vocabulary of these internationally recognised terms are often
able to understand one another better than they can understand a native English speaker

c) There is a fine balance between speaking naturally and being condescending. English speakers
should stick to a limited vocabulary, avoid colloquialisms and make full use of the specialist words
that are common to the industry or sector

Challenge Yourself!
There is no better way of mastering intercultural skills than by challenging yourself to participate in a relevant training
programme. As we have remarked earlier, these skills need special conditions in order to be developed effectively and
it is our opinion is that the Kolb Cycle is most practical.
Concrete
Experience
(doing / having an
expierience)

Active
Experimentation
(planning/ trying out
what you have learned)

Abstract
Conceptualistion
(concluding / learning
from the expierience)

Figure. Kolb Learning Cycle. Source: ldu.leeds.ac.uk

This Experiential Learning Cycle (the Kolb Cycle, 1984) takes place over four learning stages:
a) first of all there is an assumption that the most effective learning is learning from own experiences
b) this must be followed by reflection on what happened.
c) reflection should lead to generalisation and the formulation of concepts that could be applied solutions in other
situations.
d) These learning outcomes must then be tested in new situations. It is the learner’s responsibility to make the link
between theory and action by planning, acting out, reflecting and relating it back to the theory.
Using this theory, training can be developed over a minimum of 5 days – where each day focuses on a different topic:
·

DAY 1 – ice breaking, communication

·

DAY 2 – groups dynamics

·

DAY 3 – cultures, stereotypes and prejudices

·

DAY 4 – conflict handling, conflict transformation

·

DAY 5 – application and self-assessment.

In order to be really effective, this training programme should be delivered by a multicultural team of trainers - and
participants. During the whole time all group should be free from any other obligations and focused only on the
training topic.
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Questionnaires
Operational feedback - meeting partners

Business in Skills: Intercultural
communication

AN EXAMPLE
Did I enjoy my trip to Poland?

1. How well do you feel you knew the
other members of the project team
before this meeting?
2. Did the team building work as well as
you expected?
3. Now that we have spent time
together, how well do you think your
know your colleagues from other
states?
4. How well did we work together at
the meeting as a team ?

Rating – please put a cross in the box for each
question:

Fairly
well

Quite a
lot

Very
much
X

A little

Fairly
well

Quite
well

Very
well

Not at
all

A little

Fairly
well

Not at
all

A little

Fairly
well

Not at
all

A little

Not at
all

Not at
all

5. How well did we work together
Not at
when we were in small mixed teams?
all
(with colleagues from other states)

Poorly

Fairly
well

Poorly

Fairly
well

Quite
well

Please give an
explanation of
your rating with
an example of
what makes
you choose that
answer
Explanation and
examples:
Really enjoyed
the walking
tour – especially
the visit to the
University and
mathematical
tower

Very
well

Quite
well

Very
well

Quite
well

Very
well

Quite
well

Very
well

Tell us why

6. How much do you think you
understood of what was being
discussed?
7. Are you clear about how the work
you are doing fits together with
everyone else’s contribution?
8. How often should we stay in touch
between meetings?
9. Have you spoken to anyone since the
last meeting (via telephone, email,
skype

Very
little

Some

OK

Most

All

Explanation and
what would
make it easier to
understand

Not at
all

A little

OK

Mostly
clear

Very
clear

Explanation and
examples

Not at
all

Every
month

Every
ten days

More
often

Explanation and
examples

Not at
all

Every
month

Every
ten days

More
often

Why is this?

Corporate and Institutional Questionnaire
Questionnaire for MEPs
Dear........,

My name is Nicholas Ward and I am the chief executive of Friday People, a registered UK charity which supports
young jobseekers aged 18-24 by breaking through barriers to employment. We use coaching to focus aspirations,
structured training to meet skill gaps and supervised work experience to demonstrate their ability to complete tasks
accurately and on time.
The charity is currently working with five other European partner organisations as part of the Leonardo da Vinci Life
Long Learning programme.
Our project is entitled “A training guide for managing cross-cultural working groups.” The aim is to deliver a programme
that will help improve working practices for organisations and businesses which operate across national and cultural
boundaries. More specifically, the project will deliver a training guide for SMEs who either need to integrate migrant
workers within their UK operations or who are preparing themselves to develop European business opportunities.
At this stage we would like to explore two related issues:
1. What are your experiences of cultural misunderstandings when working in the EU?
a) Can you give me two or three examples of such misunderstandings? These could be events you’ve been
involved in or events that you’ve seen. We do not need to know the names of the people or organisations
involved.
2. With EU membership on the increase have you noticed any change in the number of misunderstandings within
your working environment?
a. Can you please explain what has changed and the impact this has had. Again, this does not necessarily
have to be directly related to your work and may be something that you have observed.
You answers will remain completely confidential and we would be very pleased to keep you in touch with our progress.
In fact, would you be prepared to have a follow up conversation with us when you are in the UK? If so, please let me
know what would be a convenient date, time and place for this meeting.
The draft stage of this project is due for completion by the middle of May 2013 and may I thank you in advance for
your assistance.
I look forward to hearing from you in due course.
Regards
Nicholas Ward (CEO and founder, Friday People)

